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The present work covers investigation of the growth mechanism and growth

kinetics of the ZnO nanowires and nanoneedles fabricated by using high-pressure

pulsed laser deposition. The growth model based on the combination of four dif-

ferent flows of the interfacial particles is introduced. A variation of the free energy

is given as a major reason of the change of the growth mechanism which appears

by using different doped seed layers, growth temperature and the doping of the

deposited material. A fabrication of the ultrathin nanowires with a diameter of

d ≤ 10 nm at CMOS compatible growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C is demon-

strated. The diameter of these nanowires is comparable with the Bohr radius.

The growth of the Al and Ga doped and undoped ZnO nanoneedles with a sharp

tip was shown. The doping of the nanowires and nanoneedles can be promising

for their applications. By using a patterned sapphire substrate, an unidirectional

growth of the nanowires and nanoneedles was achieved. These nanostructures

are tilted by 58 ◦ with respect to the surface normal.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

ZnO is a wide-bandgap II-VI transparent semiconductor which attracts a lot of

scientific interest for more than sixty years. Its optical, electrical and piezoelec-

trical properties as well as its self-organized growth of quasi 1D, 2D and 3D

nanostructures allow ZnO to be implemented in a variety of applications [1, 2, 3].

For ZnO, lasing is possible even for temperatures above 300 K [4]. Furthermore,

ZnO can be easily etched by the technologically simple wet-chemical etching

method which allows structuring of the material [5]. ZnO is non-toxic and has

biocompatible properties [6] which are favorable for its application in numerous

commercially available devices.

Additionally, the variety of the ZnO nanostructures supports their applica-

tions. For instance, for the piezoelectric, piezotronic and piezophototronic devices

c-oriented elongated nanostructures such as nanowires (NWs) and nanoneedles

(NNs) are required [3]. The usage of ZnO NWs for the devices is supported by the

high piezoelectric constant of this material [7]. The NWs and NNs have a small

diameter and high surface-to-volume ratio which is also important for a fabrica-

tion of the nanocantilevers [8], NW logic circuits [9] and field-effect transistors

[10]. Quantum confinement effect is expected in the NWs with a diameter of

less than 10 nm and fabrication of such ultrathin NWs is promising for quantum

research applications [11]. Doping of the ZnO nanostructures allows to signifi-

cantly change their properties [1, 2, 4], e.g. controlling of the band gap from 2.8

eV to 4.0 eV [12, 13]. Moreover, there are reports about an impact of the doping

on the changes of the optical properties, e.g. an increase of the luminescence
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1. INTRODUCTION

intensity of the NWs by several times [14], electrical properties, e.g. a decrease

of the dopant efficiency with increasing of the doping concentration, changes of

the conductivity and the transport properties [15, 16]. Some kind of dopants

can change the geometrical shape of the NWs, e.g. Na-doped ZnO NWs have

a narrowed tip compared to the cylindrical undoped NWs [17]. A variation of

the NW fabrication temperature is important for the integration of the NWs into

different devices. For instance, a fabrication temperature of T ≤ 550 ◦C is CMOS

compatible [18], i.e. this temperature does not damage the metallic contact lines.

The functionality of the NW or NN based devices strongly depends on the

geometrical shape, orientation and density of the nanostructures. For instance,

for the pressure sensor fabrication, thick NWs are preferred for the compressive

strain, whereas thin NWs would be bend by an applied force in such device, i.e.

different working principles are using for the NWs with different thickness [19].

For controlling the field emission characteristics of the NWs or NNs a tilt with

respect to the surface normal is desired [20, 67]. Additionally, tilted NWs are

favorable for a fabrication of asymmetric hyperbolic metamaterials [21]. For such

of the application as pressure and imaging sensors, a high density array of the

unidirectional NWs is desired [22].

Despite the need of ZnO NWs for different applications and a requirement of

the high level of variation of the NW geometry and doping concentration, there

are limited reported growth techniques and approaches for such variation [3, 25].

Among other growth techniques, the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) offers the best

compromise between technical simplicity and manipulations of the NW properties

[23, 24, 25]. For the PLD growth, three different free energies occur - free energy

of the incoming particles, interface of the adatoms and surface of the substrate.

Any change of the free energy leads to a change of the growth mechanism and

kind of the obtained nanostructures [26]. Understanding of the origin of such

changes is important for the tuning of the NW properties. Additionally, a model

of the growth process is required for the understanding of the NW development.

A thermodynamic explanation of the difference in the growth mechanism can

be done by the Gibbs model and a free energy consideration of the catalyst-free

epitaxial growth [26, 27, 28, 29]. Since there are three different free energies in the

PLD growth process, a change of the free energy of any of these system leads to

2



a shift of the epitaxial growth mechanism mode, i.e. from the Volmer-Weber one

which is apparently responsible for the NW growth, to the Stranski-Krastanov,

which is responsible for the growth of the honeycomb- and nanowall-like structures

[26, 27, 29]. The shift of the growth mode causes the change of the growth velocity

between the vertical velocity and the lateral one. The doping concentration of

the income material and number of the laser pulses [2, 79], growth temperature

and surface characteristics of the substrate [33, 96] are influential on the material,

interfacial and surface free energies respectively [27, 28]. A development of the

shape of the NWs or rather NNs can be attributed by a combination of the

different flows of the particles which are deposited on the substrate but not yet

crystallized. Controlling of the combination of the free energies of the different

systems allows to tune a diameter of the grown NWs and therefore their optical

properties [34, 35] and an increased impact of the surface near region on the

luminescence properties of the ZnO NWs is observed with decreasing of the NW

diameter. Controlling of the NW tilt with respect to the surface normal can be

achieved by self-tilted growth of the NWs on the m-plane sapphire substrate [37]

or by structuring of the substrate [36, 38]. The main advantage of the substrate

structuring is an opportunity to obtain an unidirectional growth of the NWs or

NNs.

The purpose of this work is to analyze the growth kinetics of the doped and un-

doped NWs and NNs and an understanding of the impact of the different growth

parameters on the growth process in the terms of free energy. The NW diameter,

aspect ratio and density are presented as a function of the growth temperature

and the doping concentration of the seed layer. Both of these parameters have a

significant influence on the growth kinetics and the results of the growth, e.g. a

low density array of the NWs is observed at the growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C

on the undoped seed layer whereas doping of the seed layer by x = 1 at% of Ga

and reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 400 ◦C leads to a fabrication of

the high density array of well-oriented ultrathin NWs with a diameter of d ≤ 10

nm. A pre-structured r -plane bulk sapphire has been chosen as an approach in

order to achieve unidirectionally grown NWs or NNs tilted with respect to the

surface normal. The CL-measurements revealed the high crystalline quality of

such NWs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The presented research is part of the project PiezoMAT in the FP7 Framework

Program (grant no. 611019) funded by the European Commission. The project

involves a collaboration of 8 european research institutions and companies in

order to develop a high spatial resolution fingerprint sensor based on ZnO NWs.

In the frame of the project, ZnO(Al,Ga) thin films prepared by chemical vapor

deposition at CEA LETI (Grenoble, France) were used as seed layers for the

NW growth. The growth was performed and investigated at the Universität

Leipzig, Semiconductor Physics Group. The ceramic ZnO targets were prepared

by Gabriele Ramm, the seed layers were deposited by low-pressure PLD chamber

by Dipl.-Ing. Holger Hochmuth, the EDX measurements were done by Dipl.-

Phys. Jörg Lenzner. A structuring of the r -plane sapphire was performed by

Guy Feuillet (CEA LETI, Grenoble, France), Florian Tendille and Philippe De

Mierry (CNRS-CRHEA, Valbonne, France).

In this work, the own publications are labeled as E[X] where X denotes the

corresponding reference number.
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Chapter 2

Basic properties and growth

concept

ZnO mostly crystallizes in the hexagonal wurtzite structure at ambient pressure

and temperature. In this lattice structure each Zn ion is encircled by a tetra-

hedra of O ions, and vice-versa. Such tetrahedral coordination causes a polar

symmetry along the hexagonal axis, i.e. ZnO tends to form c-oriented structures

with Zn-terminated (0001) or O-terminated (0001̄) polar faces [40] (Fig. 2.1).

The polarity is responsible for most of ZnO properties, i.e. piezoelectricity and

spontaneous polarization [40, 41, 22]. Additionally, growth, etching and defect

generation of the ZnO are determined by its polar c-orientation [1, 40]. These

properties of the ZnO in a combination with its wide bandgap of about 3.37 eV,

optical transparency in the visible spectrum range, large exciton binding energy

of about 60 meV at room temperature [1], self-grown properties, opportunities

for wet chemical etching, radiation hardness, biocompatibility and high melting

point of T = 1950 ◦C make the ZnO favorable semiconductor material for the

fabrication of the numerous nanostructures with further integration of them in

different applications [40].

There are a variety of ZnO nanostructures with different shapes which can be

fabricated [2, 36], for instance:

• Nanorings which are are single-crystal nanoobjects with a circular shape

[43]
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2. BASIC PROPERTIES AND GROWTH CONCEPT

Figure 2.1: The hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO. Large white spheres are O
atoms, small black speres - Zn atoms. Taken from [40].

• Nanopropellers, the dendrite-like structures which represents itself a com-

bination of the ”trunk” nanowire grown along the surface normal with per-

pendicular to it ”branch” nanowires [43]

• Nanotubes, i.e. hollow tubular ZnO structures [44, 45, 46]

• Nanohoneycombs, the macroporous nanostructures made of a combination

of the nanowalls with a pores between them [47, 48]

Nanowires (NWs) and nanoneedles (NNs) are of special interest in this work and

their properties will be described later. These nanostructures can be grown by

different growth methods which will be mentioned briefly later. For this research

the NWs and NNs have been fabricated by using high-pressure pulsed laser de-

position growth technique which will be descibed in details further. The growth

can be carried out with or without catalyst. The catalytic material supports the

growth process, but its presence has an impact on the purity of the nanostruc-

tures and their properties [2, 49]. Additionally, a catalyst changes the growth

mechanism [26]. The different NW/NN properties, purity, geometrical shape

and density is crucial for their applications. The most important NW/NN-based
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2. ZnO nanowires and nanoneedles

applications will be discussed further in this Chapter.

2.1 ZnO nanowires and nanoneedles

Nanowires

Nanowires (NWs) or also nanorods, nanowhiskers and nanocolumns are elon-

gated crystalline nanostructures with an aspect ratio much larger than 1. Typ-

ically, NWs have a shape of a prism or a cylinder [25]. The most of the using

for the NWs fabrication growth techniques allows to obtain NWs almost without

dislocations, with a high crystalline quality [25, 36, 98]. The c-oriented NWs are

polar and can be used in the piezoelectrical applications [50].

The NW diameter plays an important role for the NW application. For in-

stance, for the piezoelectrical investigations, thick NWs are favorable pressure

application based on the compression of the NWs while thin NWs are favorable

for bending application [3, 36]. At the same time, for the thin NWs the surface-to

volume ratio is higher than for the thick NWs and therefore optical properties of

the NWs are determined by the surface-near-region [34], E[32]. If the diameter

of the NWs is d < 10nm, then a quantum confinement effect might appears in

such wires and they are promising for quantum effects researches, e.g. topological

qubits [51].

Beside the diameter and aspect ratio, the NW density is an important param-

eter, which determines their prospective application. A high density of the NWs

is desired for the imaging sensors since the tips of the NWs are pixels of the image

[22]. Also a closely packed NW array can improve light trapping and charge sepa-

ration in the NW-based solar cell [38, 52]. However, for the applications based on

the bending of the NWs, contacts to their facets should be performed. For these

applications a low density NW array is favorable [53]. Tilting of the NW array

with respect to the surface normal allows to increase a number of prospective

applications of the NWs. For instance, tilted conductive NWs can be used for a

fabrication of the asymmetric hyperbolic metamaterials and for optical absorbers

[21]. Additionally, optical and electrical properties of the NWs might be tuned

by doping [16]. If a conductive seed layer is used for the NWs growth, it might

be used as a back electric contact and NWs might be applied for the CMOS

9



2. APPLICATION

structures [3].

Nanoneedles

Nanoneedles (NNs) are a special kind of NWs with a pyramidal shape, i.e.

they have a sharp tip and broadened base. The tip is usually observed in a few

atoms in diameter [54]. Due to this shape, the NNs have high flexibility and

hardness resulting from the defect-free lattice [55]. However, in contrast to the

NW growth, a fabrication of the NNs is rarely reported in the literature [54].

Fabrication of the NNs is technologically challenging because of a requirement of

the nonuniform growth conditions for the obtaining narrowed shape of the NNs,

i.e. a gradient of the ZnO concentration in the phase from which a crystallization

takes place should reduces along the seed surface normal. Remarkably, for fur-

ther description of the NN geometric characteristics in the next Chapters, their

diameter has been taken from the middle of the nanostructure.

A variation of the NW or rather NN geometric shape, density and the tilting

angle is required for their usage in applications. However, there are numerous

challenges for such obtaining different geometric properties. The ZnO particles

which were crystallized on the surface of the substrate in the beginning of the

growth process create a nucleation seed. This seed can be developed in two

growth directions - in the vertical one or in the lateral one. The vertical growth

rate should be larger than the lateral one, otherwise a thin film, a honeycomb-like

or a nanowall-like structure will be fabricated instead of elongated NW or NN. For

this requirement, the growth mechanism should be adjusted and a variation of the

growth mechanism can be carried out in different ways which will be described

in the Chapters 6 and 7.

2.1.1 Applications

There are numerous applications which are based on the exploitation of different

properties of the doped and undoped NWs or rather NNs [2, 3]. The most typical

of these application can be highlighted:

• Light emitting diode

Each single NW can act as a single light emitter [36]. For instance, such

device was demonstrated in Ref. [57]. The NW array grown on the p-GaN
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2. Applications

and covered by a SiO2, thin bimetallic layer of Ni/Au and a layer of indium

tin oxide. This light emitting diode (LED) gives an external quantum

efficiency of 2.5% and the blue and near-UV emission occurs because of

distinct electron-hole recombination processes.

• Pressure and 3D imaging sensors

The above mentioned LED based on ZnO NW can be implemented as a

pressure sensor and reconstruct image of the distributions of strain with a

high spatial resolution (Fig. 2.2). In this device, each single NW is a pixel

and reading out of the electroluminescent signal from each pixel in the array

allows to obtain a pressure image [22].

Figure 2.2: Design of the pressure sensor based on the ZnO NWs array before
(a) and after (b) applying a compressive strain. Taken from [22].

A local deformation of the NWs and reconstruction of the image from the

generated potentials allow to fabricate a high-resolution fingerprint sensors

11



2. APPLICATION

which was the aim of the PiezoMAt project [59]. In this structure the

ZnO charges are collected with top-bottom contacts. For performing such

contacts, the ZnO NWs were fabricated on the conductive Ga-doped ZnO

seed layer and encapsulated with a conductive polymer [60].

• Energy harvesting cells

ZnO NWs can be integrated into the hybrid cell which harvests two different

kinds of energy - the solar one and the energy of the ultrasonic wave simul-

taneously [3]. The hybrid cell integrates a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC)

and a piezoelectric nanogenerator (NG) which should be connected face to

face [62]. The main advantages of this hybrid cell are an absence of liquid

electrolyte and an opportunity to transfer two different kinds of energy into

the electric power.

• Gas sensors

The gas sensing is a surface sensing process. In contrast to the conventional

gas sensors based on thin films, the sensors based on the NWs are much

sensitive even to few gas molecules because of high surface-to-volume ratio

of the NWs which allows to change their electrical characteristics [63, 64].

In this sensor the ZnO NWs are integrated into the field-effect transistor

(FET) as n-channel [65] (Fig. 2.3). Different gases change the conductance

of the NWs differently and determination of the certain gas is possible.

Efficiency of the gas sensor increases with reduction of the NW diameter.

NW

back gate

Figure 2.3: A scheme of the FET based on the ZnO NWs.

• Probing tips for scanning probe microscope with high spatial resolution

The NNs are promising for the development of the probing tips since elec-

trons are more easily emitted from sharp tips of NNs than from cylindrical

12



2. Nanowire and nanoneedle fabrication

NWs as was demonstrated for the devices based on the Ga-doped NNs

[55, 66, 67]. The NN fabrication temperature and the Ga-doping concen-

tration have a strong impact on the field enhancement factor of the device

[54].

2.2 Nanowire and nanoneedle fabrication

ZnO can be achieved by chemical or physical processes, i.e. with or without

chemical reaction. Recently, the most of the known growth methods use a vapor

to solid phase transfer. The growth mechanisms for the fabrication of the NWs

or rather NNs can be divided by two main groups - mechanisms which require the

presence of a catalyst or a catalyst free group [29]. A catalytic material change the

melting and evaporation point, phase and supports a chemical reaction. However,

the main disadvantage of using a catalyst are its diffusion and incorporation into

the NW. In the further subsections both growth mechanisms with and without

catalyst are described.

2.2.1 Growth mechanisms which require a catalyst

One of the most often used mechanism which requires the presence of a catalyst

is the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) one. The VLS mechanism is historically the first

growth mechanism which was implemented for the growth of Si thick wires with

high crystalline quality in the 1960s by Wagner and Ellis [68]. Such wires were

0.1−0.2 mm thick. However, with developing of this mechanism, using of different

materials including ZnO and a decrease of the diameter became possible [49].

The diameter of the NW can be controlled by a size of the metallic droplet

[2, 49]. In contrast to the first experiments with the VLS mechanism for a wires

fabrication, recently not only gold catalytic particles can be used but also other

metals [2, 48, 69, 70, 71]. It was observed that a catalyst was essential for the

growth of the wires and a small sphere was present at the tip of each wire [49].

In the VLS growth mechanism, the metallic catalyst supports the crystallization

of the ZnO from the vapor phase, forming a liquid alloy at a high temperature

and adsorbing ZnO vapor components. At a certain temperature and pressure

13



2. GROWTH MECHANISMS WHICH REQUIRE A CATALYST

of the vapor, the liquid alloy becomes supersaturated, i.e. concentration of the

ZnO in the liquid metal is higher than the equilibrium concentration [49]. By

reaching a supersaturation, the ZnO is diffused through the metal to the substrate

and becomes crystallized there. However, a high applied temperature for this

mechanism allows the material of catalyst to thermally diffuse into the NW. A

presence of the catalytic material in the NWs can change electrical and optical

properties of the NWs compared to undoped NWs [72].

Beside the VLS growth mechanism the vapor-solid-solid (VSS) one is based

on the same principle of the continuous saturation and diffusion through the

catalytic material, but for this mechanism the catalyst remains in the solid state,

i.e. without melting of the metal [26]. The VSS mechanism allows to reduce a

fabrication temperature and at the same time, makes a diffusion of the catalytic

material into the growing NW difficult. However, a diffusion of the ZnO from the

vapor into the catalytic material is difficult too and it might leads to a growth of

non arranged structures [49]. A thermodynamical description of the VSS growth

mechanism is more difficult compared to the VLS mechanism [26].

For both growth mechanisms, VLS and VSS, the saturation of the interface

of the catalyst is more important for the NW fabrication than the kind of the

substrate on which the NW grown. The ZnO NWs can be grown on substrates

with high crystalline quality [69], polycrystalline [49] and amorphous as well [2].

However, the crystalline quality of the substrate reflects the orientation of the

NW, i.e. the NWs are typically growing well-oriented vertically on the bulk

substrates whereas they are frequently growing tilted with different angles with

respect to the surface normal on the amorphous substrate or on the substrate

with bad crystalline quality [2]. Also, the VLS and the VSS growth mechanisms

are independent on the growth method - the NW can be brown by pulsed laser

deposition (PLD) [23], molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), chemical vapor deposition

(CVD), carbothermal growth [49]. However, a presence of the metalic sphere

on the top of the NW makes an application of the NWs difficult if there is a

requirement of the non-conductive tip of the NW [3].

Beside using a catalyst as an additional intermediate phase, it can also support

the chemical reaction in order to obtain ZnO material. For instance, in the

hydrothermal growth method mentioned in Ref. [73], a salt of Zn(NO3)2 was

14



2. Catalyst-free epitaxial growth mechanism

mixed with different organic catalytic solutions. The ZnO particles as a product

of the chemical reaction were deposited on the substrate and developed an array

of NWs. For a such growth method, the VSS growth mechanism can be used as

well, however the obtained NWs would be doped by materials of catalysts. For

the physical growth processes such as carbothermal growth, a graphite powder

is used in order to reduce the melting point of ZnO which makes a low growth

process temperature possible [2, 25].

2.2.2 Catalyst-free epitaxial growth mechanism

In order to avoid an undesired diffusion of the catalytic material into the NWs,

a catalyst free epitaxial growth mechanism can be used. Such mechanism is

the most compatible with the PLD and MBE growth techniques [2, 24, 29]. In

contrast to the mechanisms which require a presence of a catalyst, in the catalyst

free one, an impact of the interface is significantly reduced and the result of the

NW fabrication strongly depends on the type of the substrate, i.e. its surface

and thermodynamical characteristics of the vapor [24, 25, 27, 29]. However, the

epitaxial growth of the NWs is much complicated than the growth driven by the

VLS or VSS growth mechanisms. In the case of the growth from the vapor phase

which is attributed to the PLD method, the ZnO particles should be deposited

on the surface of the substrate and create a crystalline cluster for the subsequent

developing of it into the NW. The deposited ZnO particles (the so-called adatoms

[26]) can be in one of the following states and can easily switch their state from

one to another (Fig. 2.4):

1) Adatoms near the surface of the substrate or transferred from the substrate

back to the vapor

2) Adatoms which are moving on the surface of the substrate

2) Adatoms which are developing a crystalline cluster

For the catalyst free epitaxial growth, the interface is all ZnO particles which

were deposited on the substrate but not yet crystallized. Additionally, adatoms

which are near the surface but still are in the vapor phase, might be directly

transferred to the crystalline cluster i.e. being crystallized. However, due to the

temperature driven diffusion, atoms in the crystalline cluster might be diffused
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to the interface [26].

cluster

substrate

vapor
1

2 3 4

6

5

Figure 2.4: Possible positions of the interface atoms (adatoms) and transfers
of the atoms from the vapor to the crystalline cluster and from the cluster to
the interface: (1) deposited ZnO particles from the target, (2) transfer of the
adatom to the vapor phase, (3) a moving adatom on the surface of the substrate,
(4) adatom which joins the crystalline cluster, (5) a particle of the crystalline
cluster which is transfered to the interface and(6) a particle of the cluster which
is transfered to the vapor

2.3 Free energy and the growth mechanism

Since the growth process strongly depends on the properties of the vapor (pres-

sure, temperature), surface of the substrate and the interface (kinetic energy of

the moving particles), the free energy consideration should be taken into account

[26, 27, 29]. However, this consideration requires the non-equilibrium thermody-

namic conditions of the vapor and the interface [27]. Otherwise a phase transfer

would be impossible. This requirement means that the ZnO vapor should be

supersaturated for a deposition of the particles on the substrate. At the same

time, the number of the particles which are deposited on the substrate should be

larger than the number of the particles which are returned back to the vapor [26].

For the growth of the NWs by PLD process, these requirements are satisfied.

According to Ref. [29] and [74], the free energy determines the type of the

developing nanostructure and the resulting epitaxial growth mechanism. The

difference between the free energies can be written as
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2. Free energy and the growth mechanism

∆F = Fm + Fi − Fs, (2.1)

where Fm represents the free energy of material which is deposited on the

substrate, Fi - the free energy of the interface and Fs - the free energy of the

surface.

There are three different epitaxial growth mechanism modes which depend on

the sign of the free energy. These growth mechanism modes are schematically

presented in Fig. 2.5. In the case of ∆F < 0 the Frank-van der Merwe mode will

dominate (Fig. 2.5a). The effect of this mode leads to the consecutive step-by-step

growth of relatively smooth thin films [75, 76]. For this mode, the free energy

of the surface is larger than the sum of the interfacial free energy and the free

energy of the deposited material. This situation might occur if the number of the

adatoms is small and almost all particles which are deposited on the substrate

are integrated into the crystalline cluster and only a negligible number of the

clustered particles escapes from the interface. The Frank-van der Merwe mode is

typically observed if the temperature of the surface of the substrate is low and

thus the probability to create a crystalline seed for further developing of it into the

crystalline cluster is increased [26, 27, 74]. In this case, for most of the deposited

particles the crystallization is energetically much favorable than remaining at the

interface. For the Frank-van der Merwe growth mode, the lateral growth rate is

much larger than the vertical one, i.e. a covering of the surface is more attractive

for the crystalline structure than the growth in vertical direction.

(a) (b) (c)

ΔF<0 ΔF 0≈ ΔF>0

Figure 2.5: The epitaxial growth modes and the structures which can be grown by
them: (a) The Frank-van der Merwe mode and step-by-step growth of the thin
films (b) the Stranski-Krastanov mode and interconnected islands (c) Volmer-
Weber mode and the separated islands

In the case of ∆F ≈ 0, a sum of the material free energy and interfacial free
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2. FREE ENERGY AND THE GROWTH MECHANISM

energy is almost equal to the surface free energy and the Stranski-Krastanov epi-

taxial growth mode takes place (Fig. 2.5b). This growth mode can be described

as the development of the crystalline cluster in both vertical and lateral direc-

tions. This situation occurs if the vapor is more saturated than the vapor in

the Frank-van der Merwe mode. A movement of the deposited particles on the

substrate is supported. Such support might be achieved if the surface of the sub-

strate is smooth with a low number of the surface defects and does not disturb a

movement of the interfacial particles. Furthermore, the interfacial movement can

be enhanced by increasing of the thermal energy (E = kBT ), i.e. by increasing

of the growth temperature. After the deposition, adatoms receiving the thermal

energy from the substrate which is transfered into their kinetic energy and the

adatoms start to move on the surface. Such movement is possible until they will

lose an excess of the kinetic energy and will be integrated into the crystalline

cluster. Since the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the kinetic energy, some

deposited particles have a quite low energy compared to the most of the parti-

cles [126]. The low energy particles can be chemisorbed immediately after the

deposition and create the crystalline clusters. These clusters are the nucleation

seeds for further development into the nanostructures [29]. However, these seeds

are obstacles for the movement of the rest of the particles and after collisions

with the seeds the moving particles lose their energy and can also crystallize.

Some of the high energy particles are able to reach the top of the seeds and crys-

tallize there. After continuous collisions and movements, the initial crystalline

clusters are developing in both vertical and lateral growth direction simultane-

ously. The Stranski-Krastanov mode might be a possible reason of the growth of

the honeycomb- and nanowall-like structures [47, 77]. Note, the vertical growth

might have a limit and with continued deposition of the particles they prefer to

connect the 3D structures together and the growth of relatively smooth thin film

is fabricated [78]. This limit might occur since the energy which is required for

the deposited particle to reach the top of the nanostructure enhances with the

length of the nanostrucure.

In the case of the positive sign of the free energy (∆F > 0, i.e. Fm+Fi � Fs),

the Volmer-Weber mode is appearing in the growth process (Fig. 2.5c). For this

mode the nucleation seeds are developing mostly in the vertical diraction rather
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2. Free energy and the growth mechanism

the lateral one. This growth mode is typical for the VLS growth since a catalyst

plays a role of the interface and thus supports the NW growth. For the catalyst-

free epitaxial growth, this situation might be achieved by using a smooth substrate

with high crystalline quality and non-tilted grains. Additionally, the Volmer-

Weber mode can be obtained by increasing of the material and/or interfacial free

energy. However, for the PLD technique there are limitations for the pressure

and temperature of the vapor of the deposited material [29]. Thus, an increase

of the impact of the interface on the growth process seems the most prominent

way in order to achieve growth process governed by the Volmer-Weber mode.

Thereby, increase of the interfacial free energy might indicate an increase of the

number of adatoms which are deposited on the surface of the substrate. These

adatoms should have a high kinetic energy for their movement on the substrate.

At the same time, the moving particles should be able to climb over the seeds

and be crystallized there. It is important that a number of the adatoms which

are leaving the substrate and returning back to the vapor should be neglectable

small [26, 29]. Probably, the NWs and the NNs are growing by the Volmer-Weber

mode, since these nanostructures are developed mostly in the vertical direction.

For a consideration of the material free energy, a thermodynamic explanation

by the Gibbs model can be used [26]. Such model associates the free energy of

the depositing material with thermodynamic parameters of the vapor (pressure,

temperature). In the simplest growth process, where particles of the vapor are

deposited on the substrate and immediately crystallized without having an in-

terface, the the vapor is supersaturated, i.e. the non-equilibrium thermodynamic

requirement of the crystallization is satisfied. This situation can be described by

a difference of the chemical potential

∆µ = µv − µc = kB∆T lnζ, (2.2)

The µv is a chemical potential of the vapor and the µc is a chemical potential

of the crystalline seed, ∆T represents a supercooling of the vapor and ζ represents

a supersaturation. The difference of the chemical potential ∆µ is the driving force

of the crystallization [26]. This difference of the chemical potential is related to

the free energy and for the desired Volmer-Weber mode (i.e. with small Fs) can
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2. FREE ENERGY AND THE GROWTH MECHANISM

be written by

∆F ∗ ∼ N∆µ, (2.3)

where ∆F ∗ = Fm+Fi, N is the number of the particles which were crystallized

from the vapor and created a nucleation seed. For the crystallization from the

vapor the logarithm of the supersaturation is lnζ ≈ ζ [26]. The supersaturation

can be written by

ζ =
(p− p0)
p0

, (2.4)

with the equilibrium pressure of infinitely large condensed phase (p0) and the

partial pressure of the system (p).

The supercooling is related to the temperature of the surface (T ) and the

temperature of the vapor (T0), i.e.

∆T =
T − T0
T0

(2.5)

By using Eq. 2.4 and 2.5 the chemical potential can be written as

∆µ = kB
T − T0
T0

p− p0
p0

(2.6)

Therefore, by using Eq. 2.6 the free energy can be related to the temperature

and pressure as

∆F ∗ ∼ NkB
T − T0
T0

p− p0
p0

(2.7)

According to Eq.2.7, required for the NW growth the Volmer-Weber mode

appears in the case of both positive or both negative factors. The supersaturation

can be adjusted by a variation of the volume or mass of the vapor. Since for the

PLD growth which is used in this work, the volume of the vapor is constant,

the supersaturation strongly depends on the mass of the particles in the vapor.

There are numerous growth parameters which can change the supersaturation,

however, adding of the atoms which have different mass than Zn or O is the most

promising way to enhance the supersaturation. The supercooling of the vapor in
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2. Free energy and the growth mechanism

the PLD process can be changed by a variation of the energy of the laser pulses.

However, there are limits for applied energy of the pulses since the NWs can be

fabricated by using a narrow range of the pulse energy [2, 23, 79]. Thus, a change

of the growth mechanism mode is difficult by a variation of the supersaturation

and/or the supercooling.

The surface free energy seems responsible for the lateral growth rate if the sum

of Fm+Fi = const. The choice of the substrate material [28], its crystallographic

orientation [80], surface defects, surface roughness, unperfect crystalline quality

of the substrate or non-crystalline substrate, tilted grains [26, 29] are obstacles for

a moving deposited particles which can collide with the surface defects. However,

such defects are potential places for a crystallization and play a sufficient role for

a creation of the crystalline nucleation seeds [81].

The interfacial free energy strongly depends on the number of the adatoms on

the surface [82]. Most of the growth techniques based on the growth from a vapor

phase including PLD technique, allow to enhance or reduce the number of moving

particles via tuning of the temperature of the substrate. High growth temperature

probably leads to an increase of the interface component of the free energy and the

Volmer-Weber mode is possible. A low growth temperature reduces the thermal

energy and the kinetic energy of the adatoms. The adatoms with low kinetic

energy cannot reach the top of the nucleation seeds and crystallized on the sides

of them, i.e. lateral growth rate is more significant than the vertical one. At the

same time, a small number of the adatoms and their low kinetic energy indicates

a small impact of the interfacial free energy on the growth process.

The epitaxial growth driven by any growth mode starts from the nucleation

process. There are two main kinds of the nucleation - homogeneous one and the

heterogeneous process [26, 83]. The schemes of the different nucleations are shown

in Fig. 2.6. The homogeneous nucleation is a creation of the nucleation seeds with

the same material and the same purity as the substrate. This kind of nucleation

is typical for the growth of undoped ZnO NWs on the undoped ZnO seed layer.

Such process requires high energy and involves the most of the deposited particles

in formation of the nucleation seed. The heterogeneous process is a formation of

the seeds with presence of two or more different phases. This kind of nucleation

is typical for the growth of undoped ZnO NWs on the doped seed layers (since
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2. NW GROWTH TECHNIQUES

the dopants can be located on the surface as shown in Fig. 2.6e), doped NWs on

the undoped seed layers (since the dopants of the deposited material can form

the clusters of the additional phase with respect to the ZnO phase) and doped

NWs on the doped ZnO seed layers. The presence of the additional phase reduces

the required nucleation energy and the seeds in the heterogeneous nucleation are

usually smaller than for the homogeneous process [26, 83].
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Figure 2.6: Homogeneous nucleation of the undoped material on the substrate
made of the same material (a), Heterogeneous nucleations: undoped deposition
on the the doped substrate (b), a deposition of the doped material on the undoped
substrate (c) and deposition of the doped material on the doped substrate (d).
An example of the dopant on surface of the Al-doped ZnO seed layer (e)

2.4 NW growth techniques

NWs can be grown by different growth techniques which involve chemical or

physical principles of the NW fabrications. The desired growth mechanism, su-

persaturation and supercooling are achieved in different ways for different growth

techniques by using catalyst, background pressure, transport gas, temperature

[26, 29]. In this work PLD was used for a fabrication of the NWs and the seed

layers. This growth technique represents a trade off between technical simplic-

ity and the opportunities to adjust the NW properties [23, 24, 25] and will be
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described in details in the Chapter 3. In this Section several other growth tech-

niques will be discussed such as carbothermal evaporation, hydrothermal growth

and molecular beam epitaxy which are the most typical growth techniques for the

NW fabrication. The typical geometric parameters of the ZnO NWs fabricated

by different growth techniques are presented in Table 2.1

Carbothermal evaporation

The growth of the micro- and nanowires via vapor-phase reactions is well

known since several decades [84, 85]. The carbothermal evaporation is a vapor-

phase transport technique when a carbon is used for a reduction of the melting

point [2]. Thus, a phase transfer from vapor to crystalline structure is possible and

crystallization occurs at the temperature of T ≈ 1000 ◦C when the reaction of the

carbon with ZnO takes place [86]. Usually, a mixture of ZnO with carbon (usually

as a graphite) with a mass ratio 1: 1 is located in a horizontal quartz tube with a

furnace. In this chamber the temperature, pressure and the evaporation time are

controlled. The particles can be transfered with an Ar flow to the substrate and

be crystallized there into the micro- and nanowires or the wires can be grown

directly in the source [2]. Adding of the dopants such as Al into the mixture

allows to grow nanobridges and nanonails [88] or nanosheets and nanowalls [48].

In the Fig. 2.7 a scheme of the setup for the NWs growth by carbothermal

evaporation is presented which is based on the chamber used in the Universität

Leipzig [2, 87]. The chamber consists of a heater with a quartz tube inside. The

main advantages of the carbothermal growth is technical simplicity and accessibil-

ity whereas using of the carbon and its diffusion into the NWs is the disadvantage

of this growth method.

heater

heater

1
2 3

4
5

Figure 2.7: Schematic setup of the chamber for the NWs growth by carbothermal
evaporation technique. (1) the quartz tube inside the heater, (2) transport gas
flow, (3) source, (4) ceramic slat, (5) substrate.
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Hydrothermal growth

This technique is based on the decomposition or hydrolysis of zinc salts with

further formation of ZnO colloids in aqueous solution with further deposition

on the substrate and fabrication of the NWs [52, 89, 90]. The hydrothermal

growth allows to obtain NWs at relatively low temperature (in a range from

room temperature to T ≈ 100 ◦C) using atmospheric pressure on crystalline or

amorphous kinds of substrate [91]. There are a lot of different zinc salts which

can be used for the NWs fabrications, e.g. zinc nitrate hexahydrate [91], zinc

acetate dihydrate [52], zinc chloride [92]. The choice of the salt is crucial for the

aspect ratio of the NWs [89]. An aqueous solution of the salt with a distilled

water should be performed and the substrate should be located in the solution.

However, this process is time consuming and can take several days [52]. Moreover,

a presence of other chemical elements in the process can be reflected on the purity

of the NWs and their doping concentration is uncontrolled.

Molecular beam epitaxy

The NW growth by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is a process based on the

physical deposition, i.e. this technique does not use any chemical reaction of the

components [93]. For achieving epitaxial growth by this method, a high vacuum

is required in order to avoid the presence of other substances in the chamber and

collision of them with ZnO particles during the process. Moreover, in contrast to

the PLD, the source materials are not initially mixed, i.e. Zn, O2/O3 sources and

doping material (Al, Ga, etc. if required) are located separately and a fabrication

of the ZnO or doped ZnO occurs in the vapor phase. Pure Zn metal, which

is evaporated from an oven toward the substrate is mixed with atomic oxygen

derived from a plasma or ozone source [94]. The substrate should be warmed

up to T ≈ 700 ◦C and the deposited ZnO particles receive a sufficient energy for

their movement on the surface with further creation and developing the nucleation

seeds [95]. However, the disadvantage of the MBE technique is its technological

complexity of controlling of the molecular beams.
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2.5 Aligned tilted growth

There are few reported approaches which allow to grow NWs tilted with respect

to the surface normal (Fig. 2.8):

Self-tilted growth

In Ref. [37] a growth of tilted NWs on the m-plane sapphire substrate of it

is reported (Fig. 2.8a). For this growth no catalyst was used and the fabrication

was done by pulsed laser deposition. The obtained NWs are tilted with an angle

of about ±30 ◦ with respect to the surface normal. However, these NWs are

bidirectionally tilted. The diameter, aspect ratio and crystal quality of such NWs

are controllable during the growth process by variation of the growth parameters

(number of applied pulses, contain and pressure of the ambient gas, etc [2, 23]).

Growth of laterally horizontally NWs

Structuring of the substrate and covering of it by a combination of the material

which suppress and support NW growth allow to fabricate them with a horizontal

alignment [36, 56] (Fig. 2.8b). In doing so, a Si wafer is covered by ZnO stripes

with Cr layer on the top of them. The obtained structured substrate was located

in a reservoir with zink salt aqueous solution for a hydrothermal growth. The Cr

layer is incompatible for the NW growth and no NWs are observed on the top of

this layer. Also, almost no NWs were grown on the Si parts of the substrate. At

the same time, the underlying ZnO stripes supports the NW growth. Thus the

NWs were obtained parallel to the surface of the substrate.

Unidirectional growth on the pre-structured substrates

Yang et al [38] reported about a method which allows to grow locally unidi-

rectional and tilted NWs. For this method, the Si (100) substrate was be pre-

liminarily structured. In doing so, the substrate was etched in order to achieve a

periodic set of tilted Si facets. Furthermore, the entire substrate was covered by

a thin ZnO film which is a seed layer and support the NW fabrication. Thus on

these structures a high density NW growth is observed. However, the obtained

facets are equally compatible for the NW growth. An application of these NWs

can be difficult. A selective unidirectional growth on the pre-structured substrate

is desired. This growth in mentioned in the Chapter 8.
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Cr

Si substrate

ZnO

ZnO NW ZnO NW
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ZnO NW

Figure 2.8: Approaches for the tilted NW growth: (a) self-tilted growth on m-
plane sapphire substrate, (b) structuring of the substrate and using a combination
of the materials which can suppress and support the NW growth, (c) unidirec-
tional growth of tilted NWs on the pre-structured substrate

Table 2.1: Typical geometric parameters of the ZnO NWs grown by different
methods

Parameter Carbothermal [2] Hydrothermal [52] MBE [95] PLD E[32]
Diameter (nm) ≥ 100 ≥ 100 ≥ 15 7 - 550

Aspect ratio ≥ 20 ≥ 5 80 - 130 3 - 450
Density (µm−2) 3 - 50 1 - 40 50 - 100 1 - 300
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Chapter 3

Growth and characterization

A two-step growth process was used in order to obtain NWs or rather NNs. The

first step is a fabrication of the ZnO(Al) and ZnO(Ga) seed layers with different

concentration of the dopants, surface roughness, surface polarity and the crys-

talline quality. A variation of the seed layer properties gives an opportunity to

control the NW growth [33, 96], E [32]. For the fabrication of the seed layers,

two different growth techniques was exploited - the chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) fabricated by CEA LETI within the PiezoMAT project and the low pres-

sure pulsed laser deposition (LP PLD) used at the Universität Leipzig. The

characterization techniques used for the investigation of the surface morphology,

surface roughness, polarity and thickness will be discussed in this Chapter. The

measurements revealed that the seed layers grown by LP PLD are smooth with

high crystalline quality, whereas seed layers grown by CVD have high average sur-

face roughness and almost all of them are polycrystalline. The characterization

techniques used for the investigation of the surface morphology and the surface

properties will be mentioned in the Section 3.4.

The second step is the growth of the NWs/NNs by using high-pressure pulsed

laser deposition (HP PLD). The main difference between this technique and the

LP PLD one is the presence of a background gas flow [23]. The geometric char-

acteristics of the obtained nanostructures were investigated by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM). In this Chapter the growth and characterization techniques

are will be discussed.
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3.1 Preparation of the seed layers by CVD

The fabrication of the Ga-doped ZnO seed layers was performed by CEA LETI by

CVD in the framework of the PiezoMAT, european research project. Using of the

CVD growth technique for a fabrication of the doped ZnO thin films represents a

deposition from the vapor a product of the chemical reaction of Zn with oxygen

by using a catalyst [99]. For this research a modified CVD process, such as

a pulsed-injection plasma-assisted metal-organic CVD method was used (PE-

MOCVD) was used in order to achieve the layers with a homogeneous thickness

and doping concentration [97]. A scheme of the experimental setup is shown in

Fig. 3.1. A pulsed-liquid-injection source is required for a generation of the vapor.

The droplets of the liquid source (liquid Zn-Ga-organic solution) are provided to

the evaporator. The precise amount of the liquid is controlled by the injection

opening time and injection frequency. The reaction chamber is additionally filled

by a mixture of Ar and oxygen. The pressure of the vapor and the supersaturation

of the ZnO are controlled by using the plasma and the homogeneous deposition

of the ZnO is possible. The Ga-doped ZnO film was deposited on 8” Si wafer

which was covered by a 500 nm thick SiO2 layer. After the growth process the

wafer was diced into 1 × 1cm pieces. The choice of the underlying material and

the deposition parameters of the ZnO were determined by the requirement of the

PiezoMAT project. Moreover, the amorphous SiO2 layer enhances the number of

the nucleation seeds for the ZnO(Ga) thin film growth [98, 100].

3.2 Preparation of the seed layers by low pres-

sure PLD

Low pressure pulsed laser deposition (LP PLD) is a well-established growth tech-

nique for the fabrication of thin films [29]. It allows to obtain thin films with good

crystalline quality, controllable purity and high growth rate [24]. The growth of

the seed layers with different concentration of Al or rather Ga dopants as well as

undoped ZnO seed layers were performed in the Semiconductor Physics Group

in Universität Leipzig by Dipl.-Ing. Holger Hochmuth. A scheme of the exper-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic setup of the PE-MOCVD chamber. Taken from [97].
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imental setup is presented in the Fig. 3.2. A pulsed high-power KrF UV laser

beam with a wave length of λ = 248 nm is focused by a UV lense on a target

surface. The power density on the target is about 108 W/cm2. Upon absorption

of the laser energy, the target material is evaporated, excited and ionized [24]. A

plasma plume is formed and expands perpendicular to the heated substrate sur-

face which is mounted vis-à-vis to the target. This position of the plasma plume

allows to obtain seed layers with a low surface roughness. An applied rotation of

the substrate leads to a homogeneous thickness of the deposited films [2].

The doped and undoped ZnO seed layers were fabricated on a-plane sapphire

substrate with a typical size of 1× 1cm which allows to obtain a high crystalline

quality of the thin films [24]. The sapphire single crystals are chemically stable in

air, hard and available by reasonably price. Also, Al- and Ga-doped seed layers

were fabricated on the Si with thermal Si (100) layer by LP PLD in order to

compare their surface morphology and the crystalline quality with seed layers

performed by PE-MOCVD.

Target holder

Substrate heater(a)

(b)

UV window

UV laser

(c)

Target

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.2: Scheme of the low-pressure PLD process: (a) laser beam, (b) UV
lense, (c) surface of the target, (d) plasma plume, (e) substrate.

For the fabrication of the seed layers an oxygen partial pressure of about
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3. HP PLD for the NW and NN growth

p = 0.01 mbar and a growth temperature of about T = 720 ◦C was used. For

the seed layer growth the ceramic targets were sintered: ZnO (with a purity of

x = 99.997 wt%), ZnO(Al) with a concentration of the Al2O3 powder of

x = 0.4, 0.75, 1.5, 3.5 wt% and ZnO(Ga) targets with x = 0.4, 0.75, 1.5, 3.5, 4, 9 wt%

of Ga2O3 powder.

3.3 HP PLD for the NW and NN growth

For growth of the doped and undoped ZnO nanowires (NWs) and nanoneedles

(NNs) a modified PLD chamber was used for this research [2, 25]. Such chamber

is different to the conventional LP PLD since the pressure used for the growth

of NWs and NNs is in the range of a hundred of mbar, i.e. in several orders of

magnitude larger than the pressure for the thin film growth. The Ar flow of 50

sccm with pressure of 150 mbar used in the modified high-pressure PLD chamber

(HP PLD) leads to a change of the grown structures from planar thin films to

the quasi 1D or 3D nanostructures [2, 23, 25, 79, 101]. This change is possible

since the increase of the pressure leads to the enhanced supersaturation of the

ZnO deposited particles and supports their transport to the substrate. In the

HP PLD chamber the substrate is tilted with respect to the the plasma plume

direction. In contrast to the LP PLD technique, for the HP PLD, the deposition

occurs from the vapor instead of plasma, i.e. the ions of the plasma are forming

the molecules and clusters of molecules during their transport with the flow [29].

A scheme of the high-pressure PLD chamber is shown in Fig. 3.3 and described

in details by Lorenz et al. [23]. Such chamber was constructed at the Universität

Leipzig and consist of a T -shape quartz tube with rotated ceramic target. The

design of the chamber supports the transport gas flow and the particles of the

plasma plume can be easily transfered to the substrate. A pulsed high-power

excimer laser beam with a wavelength of λ = 248 nm is focused by a UV lens

onto the target surface, which is evaporated, excited and ionized as mentioned

for the LP PLD. The plasma plume propagates with angle of about 30 ◦ towards

the substrate surface. The argon particles are mixed with ZnO particles near

the plasma plume, transport them to the substrate and were removed in the end

of the quartz chamber. The pressure of the chamber is controlled by mass flow
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control (MKS type 146 system).

substrate

NWs

laser beam

targetAr

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Scheme of the high-pressure PLD process: (a) top view, (b) side view

The growth process can be controlled by a variation of the growth tempera-

ture, pressure of the background gas, energy and number of the laser pulses and

the surface characteristics of the seed layer, e.g. surface roughness, kind of the

doping material, crystalline quality. The impacts of these variations on the NW

growth and their geometric characteristics will be mentioned further. For a con-

firmation of the reproducibility of the obtained results, each growth experiment

was repeated several times.

3.4 Characterization techniques

3.4.1 X-ray Diffraction

The crystalline structure of the seed layers was characterized by X-ray diffrac-

tion. For these measurements the wide angle goniometer of a Philips Analytical

Materials Research Diffractometer (type XPert) with a copper anode (Cu−Kα:

λ = 0.15406 nm) was used. The X-rays were scattered at the three-dimensional

lattice of the crystalline film and substrate. A fulfilling of the Laue condition
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is a requirement for the occurring of constructive interference. The geometric

interpretation of the Laue condition allows to consider the path difference of X-

rays which are diffracted at two lattice planes as presented in the Fig. 3.4a and

therefore, the Bragg equation is given by [102, 103, 104]:

2dhklsinθ = nλ (3.1)

where dhkl is the spacing between adjacent lattice planes, n is the diffraction

order, and θ the angle of incidence [105].

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Geometry describing the Bragg condition. (b) Euler angles ω,
θ, χ and φ, used to access the reciprocal lattice points. Ω is the angle between
surface and incident beam. Taken from Ref. [104]

During the measurements, the sample is rotated with an ω angle, and the

angle between source and detector is 2θ (Fig. 3.4b). In order to obtain a 2θ − ω-

scan, the detector is rotated with doubled speed than the sample. By this scan

the different crystalline planes of the film can be detected. The size of the grains

can be estimated by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rocking

curves. These rocking curves can be obtained from the ω-scan and the angle

between source and detector is fixed, i.e. the rocking curve can be taken for the

crystalline plane which was determined by the 2θ−ω-scan [104]. A sharp rocking

curve with small FWHM of ω indicate a large size of the crystallites [105].

3.4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) was demonstrated for the first time in 1986

by Binnig et al and represents a combination of the principles of the scanning
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3. ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

tunneling microscope and the stylus profilometer. Importantly, the probe in the

AFM does not damage the surface of the sample [106]. In Fig. 3.5 a scheme of the

AFM setup is presented. An AFM XE 150 supplied by Park Systems with non

contact Nanosensors PointProbePlus-NCHR cantilever was used for this research

[107]. The AFM technique is based on the electromagnetic interactions between

a sharp tip and the surface of a sample. The tip is made of Si and mounted

on a cantilever. The interactions can be detected by the deflection of a control

laser beam, which is reflected on the upper side of the cantilever and can be

detected by an photodiodes. It allows to investigate the surface morphology. The

so-called intermittent or tapping contact mode was used for the investigations

in this research. The intermittent mode is based on the analysis of a sinusoidal

oscillation of the cantilever which are close to the resonance frequency of the

cantilever. Such oscillations lie in the range from 200 to 400 kHz [105]. It allows

for the tip to touch the surface with every oscillation and lift off again. The high

oscillation energy prevents the tip from sticking of the surface due to meniscus

forces caused by e.g. moisture [104].

x 

y 

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the AFM setup.

A 20×20µm scan was performed and the surface roughness was analyzed by

using the open source software Gwyddion [108]. The average surface roughness

was obtained which is defined by:
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Ra =
1

N

n∑
i=1

|zi − z̄| (3.2)

here zi is the height of the i-th data point, z̄ represents the average height

and N is the number of acquired data points.

3.4.3 Scanning electron microscopy

A dual beam microscope FEI NanoLab Nova 200 was used for scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) in order to obtain the images of the grown structures with

a high-resolution. A focused electron beam with a typical spot size of several

nanometers scans over a part of the sample surface. The typical acceleration

voltage which was used for in order to obtain a high quality SEM image of the

fabricated nanostructures was 15 keV. The electrons interact with the material,

scattere and the resulting secondary electrons are detected [104]. The number

of secondary electrons determines the brightness and the contrast of each single

pixel. Incident beam electrons are also backscattered by elastic interaction with

the sample atoms. The used Everhart Thornley Detector (ETD) allows to detect

all backscattered electrons since their low kinetic energy and attracting them to

a charged grid, i.e. keep the contrast of the image stable [104].

3.4.4 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

The dual beam microscope FEI NanoLab Nova 200 was also used for the Energy

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) in order to determine the concentration of

the Al or Ga dopants in each seed layer. The layers were irradiated by electron

beam with a typical voltage in the range from 5 to 15 keV which removes the

inner shell electrons from the atoms of the sample. The vacancies are filled by

outer shell electrons and such transition leads to an emission of the X-rays. Since

the energies of the emitted X-rays are different for different elements, an analysis

of the emission, the elements of the sample can be defined [104, 109].
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3. CATHODOLUMINESCENCE

3.4.5 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

The NW growth is strongly depends on the thickness of the seed layer, i.e. the

thin seed layers with a thickness of less than 100 nm have a rough surface which

can suppress the NW growth [96]. Additionally, an impact of the underlying

material on the thin film surface morphology can occur [110]. In order to exclude

these effects on the NW growth, the seed layer should be thick enough. The

seed layer thickness in the range of 200− 250 nm is considered as an appropriate

for the NW fabrication [2, 96]. However, the larger thickness might lead to an

increase of the dislocations [24, 29]. A determination of the thickness of the

seed layers was performed by a spectroscopic ellipsometry. Ellipsometry based

on the change of polarization of light which is reflected from the sample surface

[111]. For the thickness determination a M2000 ellipsometer was used which

is produced by J.A. Woollam Co., Inc. The white light in the spectral range of

E = (0.73−3.24) eV passes through a rotating compensator and a fixed polarizer.

The reflected light from the sample is analyzed in its polarization state and guided

to a monochromator with a CCD camera. The spectral resolution is limited by

number of pixels of the CCD row. For this device the CCD has 512 points [112].

3.4.6 Cathodoluminescence

For the cathodoluminescence (CL) characterization technique is an analysis of

the luminescence spectra of the material which is excited by an electron beam

[2]. The CL allows to investigate the optical properties of the NWs and was

performed by using the SEM setup. As will be discussed in the Chapters 6 and 7,

the fabricated NW have a diameter in a range from d = 7 nm to more than 300

nm and thus a strong impact of the surface properties on the NW emission char-

acteristic is expected. In comparison to other optical methods like conventional

photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL), CL has the advantage of a much higher

spacial resolution due to a size of the exciting electron beam. The luminescent

region is generally of several hundred nm since the beam is broadening in the

NW and occurring of the carrier diffusion [2, 87].

The CL measurements were performed by Dipl.-Phys. Jörg Lenzner, Univer-

sität Leipzig by using CAMScan CS44 SEM. The spectral resolution of this setup
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3. Angle-varied X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

is about 0.9 meV. The low temperature of T ≈ 10K was reached by using a

heatable helium-flow cryostat [2]. The measurements were performed from the

side of the sample, along the vertical direction of the NWs. It allows to reduce

the signal from the seed layer E [32]. The NWs were excited by using an elec-

tron current of about 400 pA for the thick NWs (with a diameter of more than

180 nm) and 200 pA for the thin NWs (d ≤ 180nm). The enhancement of the

current for the thin NWs was necessary due to their low photon emission. The

luminescence was collected by an ellipsoid mirror and was spectrally analyzed by

a monochromator with a focal length of 320 mm, a grating of 600 lines/mm. The

entrance slit width is 50µm. The NW luminescence was detected by using a CCD

camera with a spectral resolution of 0.9 meV [2].

3.4.7 Angle-varied X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Since the seed layers are polar, an impact of their polarity on the NW growth is

expected according to Ref. [33]. One of the method for the surface polarity deter-

mination is the Angle-varied X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AVXPS) which

was performed by the group of X-ray and photoelectron spectroscopy and surface

analysis at Wilhelm-Ostwald-Institute for Physical und Theoretical Chemistry,

Universität Leipzig. This technique is based on irradiating the sample with X-

rays and measuring the kinetic energy and number of electrons that escape from

the top surface of the sample. It allows to measure the O 1s and Zn 2p3/2 core

level spectra at different photoemission angle (θ) between the surface normal and

the detector axis (usually θ = 0 ◦ and θ = 70 ◦). The surface polarity determines

the intensity ratio at these angles (χ) [113]:

χ =
(IO1s/IZn2p3)θ=0

((IO1s/IZn2p3)θ=70)
− 1 (3.3)

In Eq.3.3 the χ parameter has different sign for Zn- and O-terminated ZnO(0001),

i.e. χ < 0 corresponds to O-termination and χ > 0 corresponds to Zn-termination

of the surface. However, the AVXPS method is very sensitive to a contamination

of the surface of the sample.
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3.4.8 Etching of the seed layers

Another method for the determination of the polarity was mentioned by Mariano

and Hanneman [114] in 1963. This method highlights the differences of the polar

surfaces with response to the chemical etching which is well known for different

wurtzite structures [115]. It was found that the O-polar surface surface can be

etched more rapidly in the oxidizing etchants than the Zn-polar surface. The

rapidly attacked O-polar surface is etched with more uniformly distributed etch

figures such as hills. For the Zn-polar surface the etching is primarily located

where dislocations intersect that surface and the etching pattern for such surface

is usually pits [114].

A thick ZnO layer can be etched by a wide range of different etchants [116,

33]. For this research a diluted HCl acid was used in order to obtain a distinct

etching pattern. For the investigation, the tested samples were dipped in the

1:100 concentrated solution for 30 s with further rinsing in deionized water. For

such concentration of HCl the etching rate was found to be about 1 nm per

second and was determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The etching pattern

were investigated by laser microscopy and SEM.
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Chapter 4

Seed layer characterization

The doping concentration, surface morphology, crystalline quality and polarity

of the seed layers have a strong impact on the NW growth [33, 96], E [32].

The doping material and its concentration as well as the growth method have a

significant impact on the seed layer properties. Thereby, by a variation of these

properties the surface free energy and the growth mechanism of the NWs can

be changed [26]. In this Chapter the seed layers obtained by LP PLD and CVD

growth techniques are discussed. The surface properties of the seed layer are

presented in the Table 4.1.

4.1 Doping concentration

The seed layers fabricated by the LP PLD and the CVD growth technique were

investigated by EDX in order to determine the Al or Ga doping concentration.

For the seed layers grown by LP PLD growth technique, the measurements re-

vealed a doping concentration of x = 1, 2, 3.5, 7 at% of Al and

x = 1, 2, 3.5, 7, 9, 15 at% of Ga dopants. An undoped ZnO seed layers was fab-

ricated as well. For the Al-doped seed layers a set of the reference films grown

on Si (100) is required in order to avoid an incorrect determination of the Al

concentration by sapphire substrate. The reference films are comparable to the

seed layers performed on sapphire and they were grown at the same growth con-

ditions. Additionally, spectroscopic ellipsometry was used for the determination
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4. SURFACE MORPHOLOGY

of the thickness of the seed layers. All deposited seed layers have a thickness of

about 200− 250 nm.

By using CVD growth technique, several ZnO(Ga) seed layers were obtained.

These layers have a Ga doping concentration of x = 9, 13, 16, 20 at%. Notably,

no seed layers with other doping concentration and the surface properties could

be fabricated at CEA LETI.

4.2 Surface morphology

All seed layers prepared by LP PLD and CVD growth techniques were investi-

gated with the AFM. In Fig. 4.1 the average surface roughness as a function of

the doping concentration is shown. For the Al-doped layers grown by LP PLD

a smooth surface which decreases from Ra = 2.4 nm to Ra = 1.3 nm with in-

creasing of Al concentration is observed. For the ZnO(Ga) layers the average

surface roughness fluctuates in the same range as the roughness of the Al-doped

seed layers, however no clear dependence from the doping concentration is ob-

served. Also, for the Ga-doped seed layers fabricated on Si substrate the surface

roughness has no clear dependence from the doping concentration. The average

surface roughness is Ra = 4.5 nm for the layer doped by x = 1 at%, then the

roughness reduces to 0.7 nm for the layer with a doping concentration of x =

2 at% and slightly increases to about 1 nm for the layer doped by x = 9 at%.

However, a fabrication of the seed layers by CVD on the Si/SiO2 substrate leads

to an enhanced surface roughness. The seed layer doped by x = 9 at% of Ga has a

surface roughness of Ra = 11.5 nm and it decreases with a doping concentration

to Ra = 6 nm what is observed for the seed layer with x = 20 at% of Ga dopants.

An increase of the surface roughness can lead to the increase of the surface

free energy and thus, suppress the growth of the NWs [26, 96]. Additionally, the

hills and pits on the surface are the obstacles for the movement of the deposited

interfacial particles. Such particles can interact with the obstacles and lose their

kinetic energy. Thereby, such suspended particles cannot reach the top of the

nucleation seeds and they cannot be grown in the vertical direction. This situation

leads to the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode instead of desired Volmer-Weber

one.
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Figure 4.1: Surface roughness of the seed Al/Ga doped seed layers grown on
sapphire or Si substrate by using LP LPD or CVD growth method as a function
of the doping concentrations and some AFM topological scans.
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Moreover, it seems that for both growth techniques - LP PLD or CVD, the

average surface roughness tends to decrease with increasing doping concentration,

since the smaller surface roughness is observed for the seed layers with the highest

doping concentration (in dependence on the kind of the seed layers). This decrease

is observed small for the seed layers fabricated by LP PLD, and sufficient for the

seed layers grown by CVD. Thus, the growth method allows to enhance the

surface roughness and therefore the surface free energy.

4.3 Crystalline quality

The crystalline quality of the seed layers was determined by the grain size and

can be investigated by XRD. The FWHM of the rocking curves as a function

of the doping concentration is presented in the Fig. 4.2a. Since all of the seed

layers are c-oriented, the rocking curves were taken from the (0001) plane for

further description of the crystalline quality of the seed layers. For the ZnO(Al)

layers grown by LP PLD on sapphire, the FWHM of about 0.8 ◦ is observed

for the undoped ZnO seed layer and it increases with increasing of the dopants

concentration up to 2.4 ◦. For the Ga-doped seed layers fabricated on the sapphire

substrate an increase of the FWHM with a doping concentration is also observed.

The FWHM of the rocking curves increases from 0.8 ◦ to 3.2 ◦ for the seed layer

doped by x = 15 at% of Ga. The ZnO(Ga) seed layers grown on Si substrate

by LP PLD show an increase of the FWHM with a doping concentration in the

range 1.8 − 7.2 ◦. For the layers fabricated by CVD technique, a much higher

FWHM of the rocking curves are observed. They have no clear dependence from

the Ga concentration and are in the range between 9.0− 11.7 ◦.

Obviously, in contrast to the surface roughness, the FWHM of the rocking

curves mostly depends on the doping concentration. Since the FWHM is inversely

proportional to the grain size [117, 118], the grains of the investigated seed layers

become smaller, e.g. for the undoped ZnO, ZnO(Al) layer with x = 7 at% grown

on sapphire by LP PLD and for the seed layer with x = 9 at% of Ga doped

fabricated on Si by CVD, the grain sizes are abou 55 nm, 50 nm and 39 nm

respectively.

The grain boundaries are possible places for the nucleation sites [26, 83]. Since
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Figure 4.2: (a) The FWHM of rocking curves of ZnO (0001) plane for the seed
Al/Ga doped seed layers grown on sapphire or Si substrate by using LP PLD or
CVD growth method as a function of the doping concentrations, (b) examples of
the rocking curves obtained from the different kinds of the seed layers. A gray
dashed line is guide for the eyes.

the number of the grains increases with doping concentration, the density of the

NWs is expected to be enhanced. Also the grain boundaries are the obstacles

for the particle movement [26]. These obstacles can reduce the interfacial free

energy and increase the surface one. Thereby, with increasing of the FWHM of

the rocking curves the total free energy decreases and a switching of the growth

mechanism mode from Volmer-Weber to the Stranski-Krastanov can occur.

4.4 Surface polarity

In order to investigate the surface polarity of the seed layers, an etching of the

surface of the Al and Ga-doped seed layers was performed in 1% HCl solution

during 1 s. Investigation of the etching pattern revealed O-polar surface for the

undoped seed layer as well as for the seed layers with a doping concentration of

x = 1 at% of Al and Ga. The SEM image of the etched surface of these seed

layers show numerous pyramid-like hills on the entire etched surface as presented

in Fig. 4.3a. Remarkably, all other doped seed layers have a Zn-polar surfaces,

i.e. hexagonal-like pits (Fig. 4.3b). The characteristic patters are identical to all
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investigated surfaces.

1µm

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: SEM images of the O-polar seed layer (undoped ZnO) (a) and Zn-
polar seed layers (Al-doped ZnO with a doping concentration of x = 3.5 at%) (b)
after etching 1s in 1% HCl solution

The AVXPS measurement confirmed the O-polar surface of the seed layer

doped by x = 1 at% of Al, however using of this characterization techniques for

other seed layers is technically challenging due to a high sensitivity of the AVXPS

to the surface contamination by carbon [113] and absorption of hydroxides due

to hygroscopic properties of ZnO [120].

4.5 Summary of the Chapter

The fabricated seed layers have different surface properties such as surface rough-

ness, crystalline quality, grain size, polarity which are strongly depend on the Al

or rather Ga doping concentration, kind of the underlying material and growth

technique. The seed layers fabricated on sapphire by LP PLD with small doping

concentration of x ≤ 7 at% have a crystalline quality close to that of bulk single

crystals and the surface roughness of Ra ≈ 2 nm. In contrast to that, the seed

layers grown on Si/SiO2 and grown on sapphire with a Ga doping concentration

of x ≥ 7 at% have an almost polycrystalline quality with a high surface roughness

of Ra ≥ 10 nm. Such different surface properties allow to change the NW growth

mechanism by a variation of the impact of the surface free energy. The number

of the nucleation seeds is dependent on the number of the surface defects, e.g.

grain boundaries [26]. The size of the grains might determine the density of the
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NWs. The surface defects are also obstacles for the movement of the deposited

ZnO particles and thus, they define the interfacial free energy. The polarity of

the seed layer plays a significant role on the kind of the grown nanostructures

and can change the growth mechanism mode from the Volmer-Weber one to the

Stranski-Krastanov one [33].
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Table 4.1: The seed layer surface properties, doping material and the concentra-
tion and the fabrication techniques

Underlying
material

Growth
method

Doping
material

Doping
(at%)

Ra

(nm)
FWHM
ω ( ◦)

Surface
polarity

a-sapphire LP PLD undoped 0 2.41 0.753 O
a-sapphire LP PLD Al 1 2.10 0.96 O
a-sapphire LP PLD Al 2 1.74 1.06 Zn
a-sapphire LP PLD Al 3.5 1.48 1.16 Zn
a-sapphire LP PLD Al 7 1.30 2.32 Zn
a-sapphire LP PLD Ga 1 2.12 0.77 O
a-sapphire LP PLD Ga 2 2.60 1.04 Zn
a-sapphire LP PLD Ga 3.5 1.13 0.88 Zn
a-sapphire LP PLD Ga 7 2.07 0.78 Zn
a-sapphire LP PLD Ga 9 2.75 2.62 Zn
a-sapphire LP PLD Ga 15 1.08 3.30 Zn
S i(100) + SiO2 LP PLD Ga 1 4.48 1.63 Zn
S i(100) + SiO2 LP PLD Ga 2 0.65 1.74 Zn
S i(100) + SiO2 LP PLD Ga 9 1.04 7.38 Zn
S i(100) + SiO2 CVD Ga 9 11.45 8.92 Zn
S i(100) + SiO2 CVD Ga 13 8.5 9.23 Zn
S i(100) + SiO2 CVD Ga 16 11.07 11.48 Zn
S i(100) + SiO2 CVD Ga 20 6.05 8.72 Zn
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NW growth: results
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Chapter 5

NW growth characteristics

By using the HP PLD growth technique for the NW fabrication, the sum of

the Fm + Fi defined by Eq. 2.1 can be changed by a variation of the growth

parameters. Thus, different growth modes can occur by using the same kind

of substrate. The shift of the growth mode can be achieved by a variation of

the pressure and temperature of the vapor over the substrate, doping of the

deposited material, energy, frequency and number of the laser pulses (for the

material free energy [29]) and growth temperature, number of the obstacles for

the particle movement (for the interfacial free energy [28]). In this Chapter the

growth parameters which influence on the material free energy as well the growth

kinetics will be discussed. The impact of the interfacial free energy on the growth

process will be highlighted in the next Chapter 6.

5.1 Material free energy and the deposited ma-

terial parameters

The material free energy strongly depends on the number of the particles which

are arriving to the substrate and their energy. The number of the laser pulses,

their frequency, doping of the deposited material and the content of the transport

gas determine the number of the particles, whereas the energy of the laser pulses

and the pressure of the background gas flow have an impact on the energy of the

particles. However, these parameters have a limited range of the variations which
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allow to obtain the NWs, e.g. the NWs can be grown by using laser frequency in

a range of f = 5 − 10 Hz only. For such growth parameters as laser energy and

frequency, content of the gas and its pressure, the range of the possible variations

is narrow and for further investigations of the NW growth, these parameters are

fixed in order to investigate the impact of the more flexible parameters on the

growth mechanism. These flexible parameters are the number of the laser pulses

and the doping of the deposited material. However, in this Section an overview

of all mentioned parameters which are influential on the material free energy and

their impact on the NW growth is discussed.

Doping of the deposited material

Since Al or Ga dopants are much heavier than Zn or O and the volume of

the vapor is unchanged during the growth process, the density of the vapor and

its mass are increased because of doping. Thus, the pressure p of the vapor and

the difference of the chemical potential ∆µ are increased too. In the Eq. 2.7 a

relation of the the sum of the Fm + Fi to the difference of the chemical potential

is given. Since for the desired Volmer-Weber growth mode, which is apparently

responsible for the NW growth [26], the free energy should be positive, the doping

of the ZnO material increases chances of proceeding the process by the Volmer-

Weber mode E[30]. Results of the doped NW growth on the doped seed layers

will be presented in details in the Chapter 7.

Energy of the laser pulses

The typical energy of the laser pulses is about 600 mJ. This energy is optimum

for the NW growth on the most of the substrates [2, 23, 79]. Since the laser pulses

produce the ZnO plasma, the energy of the pulses determines the temperature

of the vapor and the kinetic energy of the deposited particles. In Eq. 2.7 the

temperature of the vapor is related to its supercooling and thus to the difference

of the free energy. If the laser pulse energy will be E � 600 mJ, the particles

would be crystallized immediately after the deposition. However, if the energy

of E � 600 mJ would be applied, the deposited particles can return back to the

vapor and then deposited again, but with significantly lower energy than at their

first deposition. Both situations of the higher or lower laser pulse energy can lead

to the undesired Stranski-Krastanov mode and no NWs can be grown.
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Frequency of the laser pulses

The frequency of the pulses defines the number of the particles which are

deposited from the vapor during the deposition, i.e. the higher is frequency, the

higher is density of the vapor and thus, more particles can be deposited on the

substrate by the limited number of the pulses. The optimum frequency for the

NW growth is 10 Hz [2, 23, 79]. As mentioned above, there are the upper and

the lower limits for the frequency, i.e. no NWs are observed at the f < 5 Hz and

f > 15 Hz for the most of the substrate [79].

Since the density of the vapor determines the supersaturation of it [26, 29],

high laser frequency increases the pressure p and thus supports the Volmer-Weber

growth mode and the vertical growth rate of the NWs. However, if the frequency

is higher than the optimum value, the particles can return back from the substrate

to the vapor. A decreased laser pulse frequency supports the lateral growth rate,

as shown in the Fig. 5.1. By using a laser frequency of f = 7 Hz, the NWs have

a two times larger diameter than by using the optimum frequency of f = 10 Hz,

e,g, d = 70 nm for optimum laser pulse frequency and d = 200 nm for the f = 7

Hz. With further decrease of the frequency, the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode

can be supported instead the Volmer-Weber one.

1 µm

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: The undoped ZnO NWs grown on the undoped ZnO seed layer at
T ≈ 950 ◦C by applied laser pulse frequency of (a) f = 10 Hz and (b) f = 7 Hz

Number of the laser pulses

In the PLD growth technique, each single laser pulse produces an almost equal

number of the ZnO particles [24, 29]. Thereby, by a variation of the laser pulses,

a supersaturation of the ZnO vapor over the substrate can be achieved since the
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supersaturation and the sum of the Fm+Fi are strongly depend on the number os

the particles as was given in Eq. 2.3. For the HP PLD growth, the NWs can be

fabricated by the Volmer-Weber growth mode in a wide range of the laser pulses,

from 3000 to several hundreds of thousands [2, 24, 29, 79]. Using a higher number

of the pulses might lead to the growth of rough thin film by the Volmer-Weber

mode [29]. In the next Section 5.2 an impact of the number of the laser pulses

on NW shape will be discussed in details.

Transport gas

As mentioned in Chapter 3, in contrast to the LP PLD technique, for the HP

PLD, a background transport gas is needed [23, 25]. There are several require-

ments for the kind of the gas: as it should not react with the ZnO and size of the

atoms of the gas should not be larger than Zn or O, otherwise, the large atoms

can significantly reduce the kinetic energy of the deposited particles by the nu-

merous interactions. Obviously, oxygen or rather neutral gases are promising to

be used in the HP PLD chamber. The pressure of the background gas supports

the supersaturation of the ZnO vapor and increases an impact of the material

surface energy on the growth process. The best results of the NW growth have

been obtained by pressure of p = 150 mbar of the Ar gas flow. Reduction of the

pressure leads to the growth of agglomerated nanostructures by p = 1 mbar and

thin films at high vacuum [24].

5.2 Growth kinetics

For the growth of NWs two growth rates can be defined - the vertical one (vz)

and the lateral one (vr). The Volmer-Weber growth mechanism mode requires

that the vertical growth rate should be more larger than the lateral growth rate.

It means that during the growth process, the most of the deposited ZnO particles

are crystallized on top of the nucleation seeds. For this growth mode, the particles

of the interface should have enough kinetic energy to move over the nucleation

seeds but at the same time, they should not return to the vapor.

The number of the deposited particles determines the size of the NW. As it was

mentioned in the previous Section 5.1, the number of the laser pulses determines

the number of the ZnO particles. For the investigation of the development of
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the NW geometrical shape by applying different number of the laser pulses, a

well-known growth process at the growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C on undoped

ZnO seed layers have been chosen [2, 23, 25, 77] since a low density of thick NWs

can be grown. Several identical seed layers have been fabricated by LP PLD

with a typical average surface roughness of Ra ≈ 2.4 nm, FWHM of the rocking

curves of about 0.75 ◦ and the thickness of about 200 − 250 nm. Undoped ZnO

NWs with different number of laser pulses, were fabricated with varying of the

number of laser pulses from 1000 to 36000 in order to understand an impact of

the number of particles on the geometric shape of the NWs.

All obtained NWs in this investigation were grown on the top of the nucleation

seeds with a pyramidal shape (Fig. 5.2). Such nucleation seeds have a hexagonal

base and are typical for the growth on the undoped ZnO seed layers by using a

growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C [25]. However, no pyramidal-like nucleation

seeds are observed for a high-temperature growth on any other seed layer E[32],

as will be discussed in the next Chapter. The possible reason of fabrication of the

large nucleation seeds is a homogeneous nucleation of the undoped ZnO seeds on

the undoped ZnO seed layer. For the homogeneous nucleation, a higher energy of

crystallization is expected than for the heterogeneous nucleation [26, 83]. Thus, a

size of the nucleation seeds for the homogeneous nucleation should be larger than

for the heterogeneous growth [26]. Moreover, since a lot of particles are required

for the formation of the nucleation seed, a low density of several NW µm−2 is

observed. For the HP PLD growth, the fabrication of the pyramid-like nucleation

seeds is take place between 1000 and 3000 applied laser pulses.

2µm

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: Scanning electron microscope images of the ZnO nanowires in different
steps of its forming (a) at deposition of 3000 pulses, (b) 6000 pulses; (c) 24000
pulses. Note, the scale bar is the same for all three images
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The median values of the NW length, diameter and aspect ratio as a function

of the applied laser pulses are presented in the Fig. 5.3. Since growth of the NWs

has a non-monotonic behavior, three different growth regimes can be introduced.

In the first growth regime, i.e. for an applied range of pulses between 3000 and

12000 the length and aspect ratio of the NWs increases from 200 nm and 1 to 3µm

and 20 respectively, whereas the NW diameter is almost constant with a number

of pulses and is about 200 nm. In the second regime, for applied 12000− 24000

pulses were applied, the length of the NWs slightly decreases to 2.5µm, whereas

the diameter decreases to about 120 nm and the aspect ratio increases to 23 with

increasing number of pulses. For larger number of laser pulses in the third regime

(over 24000 pulses) the length and diameter are increased to 4.4µm and 330 nm

respectively, whereas the aspect ratio decreases with a number of pulses to 12.
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Figure 5.3: Median values of length (a), diameter (b) and aspect ratio (c) of
the NWs grown on pure ZnO layer at the high temperature growth, as functions
of number of laser pulses. First 3kP corresponds to formation of ZnO seeds for
further growth of the NWs on the top of them.

All fabricated NWs have a sharp step-like tip as shown in the Fig. 5.4a inde-

pendently of the number of laser pulses. Such tip has a length of about 50− 70

nm and broadens from the top to the bottom. Appearance of the tip might give

possibility for the particles to be transferred from the side facets to the top if

the tip. Such step-like tip might attract the moving particles, and allow them to

move upward and downward or leave the tip. For an explanation of the observed

NW growth, a growth model can be introduced. Such growth model is based on

the interaction of several flows of the interfacial ZnO particles, as schematically

shown in Fig. 5.4b E[31]. The first one (f1) is the flow of the deposited particles
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on the seed layer which are arriving to the NW. This flow can also move the

particles to the step-like tip by the sides of the NW and return them from the

NW sides to the surface of the substrate. This flow might dominates at the first

growth regime. The second flow (f2) is a movement of particles upward along the

step-like tip to the top of the NW. The third flow (f3) is an opposite flow to the

second one and it represents the movement of particles downward, i.e. from the

top of the NW to the sides of the NWs. The last fourth flow (f4) is a flow of

particles which are arrived from the target directly to the facets. A combination

of the flows f2 and f4 can be responsible for the second growth regime whereas

a combination of the third flow f3 and the fourth flow f4 might dominate on the

third growth regime.

2µm
2µm

(a) (b)

growing NW

step-like tip

Figure 5.4: (a) ZnO nanowire grown by 6000 laser pulses on pure ZnO at the
hight temperature process. (b) Schematic step-like tip of the nanowire with
indicated ZnO flows flow particles on the surface (f1), moving particles uphill
(f2) and downhill (f3) and flow of particles from the target to the NW facets (f4).

A domination of the certain flow in the growth process is determined by the

number of the particles. The particles which have arrived by the flow f4 on the

NW sides can be transfered upward to the top of the NW by the step-like tip and

support the flow f2. However, if the number of the particles on the step-like tip is

large, a competition for the area on the top of the NW appears and particles with

a high kinetic energy can leave the tip and return back to the vapor. Since the

number of the deposited particles increases, a competition for the area on the top

of the NW tip increases too. Thus, some particles which are arriving to the top
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from the sides do not have enough energy to leave the NW back to the vapor, but

can be transfered downward by the flow f3. At the same time, the intensity of the

flow f2 decreases. The particles which were transfered from the step-like tip to

the side lose their kinetic energy and cannot move anymore along the sides of the

NWs. Such particles can crystallize there and thus, the NW diameter increases.

5.3 Summary of the Chapter

To summarize this Chapter, several points should be emphasized:

• Variation of the HP PLD growth parameters, e.g. doping of the deposited

material, variation of the laser energy, frequency of the laser pulses, pressure

and a composition of the transport gas flow reflects on the supersaturation

of the ZnO vapor and thus, have the impact on the material free energy.

• A kind of the seed layer, i.e. doped or undoped ZnO plays a sufficient role

in the nucleation process. Thus, a creation of the seeds by heterogeneous

nucleation on the dopants of the surface requires less energy than the ho-

mogeneous nucleation of the undoped ZnO particles on the undoped seed

layer [26, 83]. For the homogeneous nucleation, large pyramidal nucleation

seeds are formed.

• The number of the deposited ZnO particles is strongly depends on the

number of the laser pulses. The non monotonic behavior of the NW diam-

eter, length and aspect ratio with increasing of the number of laser pulses

is observed. There are three different growth regimes which occur with in-

creasing of the number of deposited particles - increasing of the aspect ratio

and diameter (i), decreasing of the diameter and increasing of the aspect

ratio (ii) and increasing of the diameter and decreasing of the aspect ratio

(iii).

• The observed behavior can be explained by an interaction of the flows of

the moving particles. The step-like tip of the NW supports the movement

of the particles upward from the NW sides to its top or downward, from

the top to the sides. The particles which arrived to the NW and moving on
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the sides of it form the flow f1. The movement of the particles upward by

the step-like tip is the flow f2. The flow f3 is opposite to the flow f2. The

flow f4 is the deposition of the particles from the vapor to the sides of the

NW.

• A domination of a certain flow in the growth process is determined by the

number of the deposited particles. Since the area on the top of the NW is

limited, a competition for the area appears with increasing the number of

the particles. Thus, during the deposition the particles can move from the

sides to the top with decreasing the diameter, or they can move downward

to the sides and be crystallized there with increasing the diameter.
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Chapter 6

NW growth on doped seed layers

In this Chapter the growth of the undoped ZnO NWs on the Al or rather Ga

doped ZnO seed layers is mentioned. For the NW fabrication, several growth

temperatures in the range from T ≈ 400 ◦C to T ≈ 950 ◦C have been chosen.

As will be discussed, the doping of the seed layers has a strong impact on the

optimum growth temperature and a variation of the doping concentration allows

to fabricate the ultrathin NWs with a diameter of d < 10 nm at a low growth

temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C. The geometrical properties such as diameter, as-

pect ratio and density of the obtained NWs are presented as a function of the

doping concentration or growth temperature. Moreover, the optical properties

of the fabricated NWs were investigated by cathodoluminescence spectroscopy

which revealed a high crystalline quality. For the thin nanowires the emission

characteristic is mainly determined by the properties of the surface near region.

6.1 Al doped seed layers

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the deposited nanostructures on

the ZnO seed layers doped with Al with a doping concentration in the range of

0 ≤ x ≤ 7 at% are shown in Fig. 6.1. For the growth on the undoped ZnO seed

layer a low density of vertically oriented NWs is obtained at T ≈ 950 ◦C. Such

NWs have a diameter of about 70 nm and an aspect ratio of about 25. Note

that the growth of the NWs with several times larger diameter by HP PLD is
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6. AL DOPED SEED LAYERS

possible on pure ZnO seed layer by varying of the growth conditions such as laser

frequency, distance between target and substrate or structuring of the substrate

[2, 77, 101, 122, 123]. With reduction of the growth temperature down to T ≈
700 ◦C the diameter of the NWs decreases from 70 nm to about 10 nm whereas the

aspect ratio increases from 25 to 300. However, in contrast to the results obtained

at T ≈ 950 ◦C these NWs are randomly oriented and bent due to the large aspect

ratio. Such long NWs are also observed in different works [72, 124, 125] and

they can be also grown on the non-crystalline substrates. A further reduction of

the growth temperature down to T ≈ 600 ◦C leads to a suppression of the NW

growth and only large sized parasitic effects such as agglomerated ZnO particles

were grown. Very thin and short NWs with a diameter of 24 nm and aspect ratio

of 6, were obtained for a growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C.

By using a Al doping of the seed layers, the different dependences of the NW

growth on the deposition temperatures were obtained. For the highest growth

temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C, only on the seed layer with a doping concentration of

x = 3.5 at% NWs are observed. Such NWs have a diameter of about 80 nm and

an aspect ratio of 30. However, for the other used doping concentrations the NW

growth is suppressed and only honeycomb-like structures are obtained for this

growth temperature. For a reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C

the NWs were obtained on the seed layer with an Al concentration of x = 7 at%

whereas on the other doped seed layers the NW growth is suppressed. For this

growth temperature the honeycomb-like structure was obtained on the seed layer

with x = 1 at% of Al whereas for other concentrations different kinds of the

parasitic effects were obtained. Further reduction of the growth temperature to

T ≈ 600 ◦C leads to the NW growth on the seed layers doped by x = 2 at% and

x = 3.5 at%. NWs with a diameter of about 10 and 17 nm and aspect ratio of

about 65 and 22, respectively, were obtained. On the seed layers doped with the

Al doping concentration of x = 1 at% and x = 2 at% NWs were obtained by using

the lowest growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C. Moreover, at this low growth tem-

perature the NWs have typically diameter of d < 7 nm for both concentrations.

The aspect ratio of the NWs fabricated on the layer with x = 1 at% is about 45

and 10 for the NWs grown on the layer with a doping concentration of x = 2 at%.

The aspect ratio, diameter and density of the NWs grown on the Al-doped seed
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Figure 6.1: The scanning electrone microscope (SEM) images of the NWs ob-
tained on the ZnO(Al) seed layers with different doping concentration performed
at different growth temperatures
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6. AL DOPED SEED LAYERS

layers as a function of the doping concentration and the growth temperatures are

presented in the Fig. 6.2. Since the NW growth is not observed for all used growth

temperatures and the seed layers, the NW geometric properties are presented not

for all used temperatures and the doping concentrations and the overall behavior

of the obtained geometric properties will be discussed. The aspect ratio of the

NWs is almost constant with the doping concentration and is about 25 for the

high temperature growth at T ≈ 950 ◦C. For a growth temperature of T ≈ 700 ◦C,

the aspect ratio decreases from 400 to 150. A decrease of the aspect ratio is also

observed for the growth at T ≈ 600 ◦C and T ≈ 400 ◦C, i.e. from 60 to 20 and

from 45 to 10 respectively.

The NW diameter is almost constant with the Al doping concentration. For

the high temperature process, the diameter is about d ≈ 70 nm. For the growth

at T ≈ 700 ◦C and T ≈ 400 ◦C the NWs are ultrathin and have a diameter of

d < 10 nm. For the growth at T ≈ 600 ◦C the diameter increases with a doping

concentration from d ≈ 10 nm for x = 2 at% to d ≈ 25 nm for the seed layer

doped by x = 3.5 at% of Al.

For the growth at T ≈ 950 ◦C the NW density increases with increasing Al

doping concentration from 1µm−2 on the undoped ZnO seed layer to 100µm−2

for seed layer doped by x = 3.5 at%. For a growth temperature of T ≈ 700 ◦C

the density slightly increases from 70µm−2 to 105µm−2 with increasing doping

concentration. For the growth at T ≈ 600 ◦C and T ≈ 400 ◦C the NW density is

almost constant with an Al concentration and is about 110µm−2 and 120µm−2

respectively.

For the geometric properties as a function of the growth temperatures, the

following behaviors are observed. The aspect ratio decreases with a growth tem-

perature from 400 to 25 for a growth on the undoped seed layer. If the seed layer

doped with x = 2 at% of Al is used, the aspect ratio increaes from 10 to 65 as

a function of the growth temperature. For the growth on the seed layer with a

doping concentration of x = 3.5 at% the aspect ratio is almost constant and is

about 25.

An increase of the NW diameter with a growth temperature from d ≈ 7 nm

to d ≈ 70 nm is observed for the growth on the undoped seed layer. For the seed

layer with a doping concentration of x = 2 at% the diameter is almost constant
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with a growth temperature and is about d ≈ 10 nm. The NW diameter increases

from d ≈ 25 nm to d ≈ 90 nm with increasing growth temperature for a seed

layer doping concentration of x = 3.5 at%.

A decrease of the NW density is observed as a function of the growth tem-

perature. The density decreases from 70µm−2 to 1µm−2 for the growth on the

undoped ZnO seed layer. A slight decrease for a temperature is observed from

120µm−2 to 105µm−2 and from 110µm−2 to 100µm−2 for the growth performed

on the seed layers doped by x = 2 at% and x = 3.5 at% of Al, respectively.

As mentioned in the Chapter 5, a kind of the nucleation process - the homo-

geneous one or the heterogeneous nucleation plays a sufficient role on the density

of the NWs, since the number of the nucleation seeds determines the number of

the NWs. For the homogeneous nucleation, a higher energy is required in order

to obtain a nucleation seed than for the heterogeneous nucleation [26, 83]. The

homogeneous nucleation is typical for the deposition of the undoped ZnO parti-

cles with high kinetic energy, i.e. in the high-temperature process (T ≈ 950 ◦C)

on the undoped ZnO seed layer. In this case, a lot of particles are involved in

creation of the large pyramidal nucleation seed. Thus, a density of the NWs is

low compared with growth on other seed layers. If the doped seed layers are

used, some of the dopants are located on the surface of the seed layer, i.e. the

phase which is another with respect to the ZnO phase appears on the surface.

Thus, the dopants support the nucleation process, i.e. the energy which is re-

quired for the nucleation is lower than the energy in the homogeneous process

[26, 83]. The nucleation process is also depends by the kinetic energy of the

particles, e.g. reduction of the growth temperature reduces the intensity of the

particle movement and they can be crystallized immediately after the deposition

[83]. Additionally, the surface defects can change the kinetic energy of the moving

particles. Thus, the particles can be crystallized and create the nucleation seeds

after their interaction with the surface defects.

For the high-temperature growth at T ≈ 950 ◦C on the ZnO(Al) seed lay-

ers, a doping concentration of x = 3.5 at% seems optimum for the NW growth.

The Volmer-Weber mode is observed for this process whereas for other Al-doped

seed layers the Stranski-Krastanov mode is taken place since the honeycomb-like

structures are grown in the lateral and vertical growth directions simultaneously.
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Figure 6.2: The geometrical characteristics of the ZnO NWs grown on the
ZnO(Al) seed layer. The grey dashed line are the guide to the eye
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The surface properties of the seed layer doped x = 3.5 at% of Al are optimum

since this layer has low surface roughness of Ra = 1.5 nm and a low FWHM of

the rocking curve of about 1 ◦. It means that the surface free energy is minimal

for this seed layer and the Volmer-Weber growth mode is supported. Other Al-

doped seed layers have higher surface roughness (x = 1, 2 at%) or larger FWHM

(x = 7 at%) and their surface free energy is higher.

With reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C the interfacial free

energy becomes lower than for the high-temperature process. The optimum dop-

ing concentration for the Volmer-Weber mode is shifted to x = 7 at% probably

because the lower surface free energy and thus, the lower surface roughness of

Ra ≈ 1.0 nm are required. The crystalline quality of the seed layer and the grain

size seems have no significant impact on the growth process at the reduced growth

temperature.

For the low-temperature growth processes at T ≈ 600 ◦C and T ≈ 400 ◦C the

optimum doping concentration is shifted to x = 2 at% and x = 1 at% and the size

of the grains is more influential properties on the growth process than the surface

roughness. It is probably because for these growth temperatures the particles can

lose their kinetic energy more likely by the interaction with the grain boundaries

than by the interaction with the hills or pits of the surface. Thus, for support

of the particle movement, the grains should be large enough. Since for the low

growth temperature, the particles with average kinetic energy can be crystallized

immediately after the deposition, only few high-energy particles can move on the

surface. These high-energy particles can probably easily overcome the obstacles

on the surface. These high-energy particles are involved in the development of

the NWs whereas all other deposited particles have created numerous nucleation

seeds. The particles with high kinetic energy can move upward the nucleation

seed and be crystallized on the top of them, i.e. vz � vr and the ultrathin NWs

are fabricated.

6.2 NW growth on Ga doped seed layers

The growth on the Ga-doped seed layers compared to the growth on the ZnO(Al)

seed layers is slightly different. The NNs can be grown by using the Ga-doped
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seed layers. In Fig. 6.3a the SEM images of the obtained structures grown on the

seed layers fabricated by LP PLD technique are presented whereas in Fig. 6.3b

shown structures grown by CVD method and shown. For comparison, the results

obtained on the undoped ZnO seed layer, discussed previously, are also shown.

For the highest growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C on the seed layer doped with

x = 7 at% of Ga separated and well-oriented vertically NNs were obtained. They

are broadened on the bottom and narrowed to the top, such pyramids have a

diameter in the middle of 380 nm and an aspect ratio of about 6. On the seed

layers doped by x = 9 at% and x = 15 at% cylindrical NWs were grown. For

a doping concentration of x = 1 at% nanowall-like structures agglomerated with

some NWs were fabricated, on the seed layer doped with x = 2 at% of Ga a

honeycomb-like structure was obtained and the growth of NWs or rather NNs

is completely suppressed. There are no NWs are observed on the seed layers

fabricated by CVD. With a reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C

the NWs were obtained on the layer with a doping concentration of x ≥ 3.5 at%

and for the seed layer grown by CVD technique as well. For used here the highest

doping concentrations the wires have a diameter of 40 nm and an aspect ratio of

70. These NWs are not well-oriented and slightly tilted in different directions with

respect to the surface normal. At the same growth temperature the well-oriented

and vertically aligned NWs were fabricated on the layer doped by x = 3.5 at%

of Ga. The diameter of these NWs is about 25 nm and the aspect ratio is 35.

For other concentrations at this growth temperature no NWs were obtained and

honeycomb-like structures only were fabricated. For the growth temperature of

T ≈ 600 ◦C the NW growth is observed on the seed layer with a concentration

of x = 2 at%, x = 9 at%, x = 15 at% of Ga. These NWs have the aspect ratio

of 70, 100 and 110 respectively and the NWs diameter of d = 8 nm for all these

NWs. A further reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 400 ◦C leads to

the growth of high density of the ultrathin NWs on the layer doped by 1 at% of

Ga and on the seed layers grown by CVD, and agglomerated nanostructures on

the seed layers doped by x = 9 at% and x = 15 at% of Ga whereas for the other

doping concentrations the growth is suppressed. The obtained ultrathin NWs

have a diameter d ≤ 7 nm and an aspect ratio of about 100.

In Fig. 6.4 an overall behavior of the geometric properties of the NWs grown
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Figure 6.3: The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the NWs obtained
on the ZnO(Ga) seed layers with different doping concentration performed at
different growth temperatures and fabricated by (a) LP PLD or (b) CVD growth
techniques
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on the ZnO(Ga) seed layers are presented as a function of the doping concen-

tration and the growth temperature. The aspect ratio of the NWs grown at

high-temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C slightly decreases from 25 to about 10 with a Ga

doping concentration. For the NWs grown at T ≈ 700 ◦C and T ≈ 600 ◦C the

aspect ratio is almost constant with a doping concentration and is about 100 for

both kinds of the NWs. The NW aspect ratio decreases with a concentration of

the Ga dopants from 100 to about 5 for the NWs grown at T ≈ 400 ◦C.

The diameter of the NWs grown on the seed layers performed by LP PLD

increases with a doping concentration whereas for the seed layers fabricated by

CVD, the NW diameter is almost constant. The diameter of the NWs obtained

by LP PLD at T ≈ 950 ◦C increases from 70 nm to 200 nm, for the growth

temperature of T ≈ 700 ◦C an increase is observed from about 10 nm to 25 nm,

for T ≈ 600 ◦C the diameter increases from 7 nm to 20 nm and for the fabrication

temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C the increase of the NW diameter is observed in the

range from 7 nm to 80 nm. For the seed layer obtained by CVD, the diameter of

the NWs is about 30 nm for the processes performed at T ≈ 700 ◦C and about

15 nm for the growth at T ≈ 400 ◦C.

The NW density as a function of the Ga doping concentration increases from

1µm−2 to about 50µm−2 for the NWs fabricated at high growth temperature of

T ≈ 950 ◦C. For the NW grown at T < 950 ◦C the NW density is almost constant

with a doping concentration and is about 150µm−2. The constant behavior of

the NW density for the growth temperature of T < 950 ◦C is also independent on

the growth technique which was used for the fabrication of the the seed layers.

For the dependence of the aspect ratio on the growth temperature, two main

ranges can be introduced - from T ≈ 400 ◦C to T ≈ 700 ◦C and from T ≈ 700 ◦C

to T ≈ 950 ◦C. For the NWs fabricated on the seed layers doped by x = 9 at%

and x = 15 at% and performed by LP PLD, the aspect ratio increases in the

first range from 4 to 100 and decreases in the second range from 100 to 10 with

a growth temperature. NWs grown on the seed layers fabricated by CVD and

doped by x = 9 at% and x = 13 at% are observed only in the first range and their

aspect ratio is almost constant with the doping concentration and is about 50.

NWs fabricated on the undoped seed layer and on the seed layer with a doping

concentration of x = 7 at% are observed in the second range and their aspect
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ratio decreases with increasing growth temperature from about 400 to 25 and

from 70 to 6 respectively.

For the NW diameter as a function of the growth temperature the same two

ranges of the growth temperature can be used as for the aspect ratio, i.e. from

T ≈ 400 ◦C to T ≈ 700 ◦C and from T ≈ 700 ◦C to T ≈ 950 ◦C. In the first

temperature range, the diameter of the NWs grown on the seed layers doped by

x = 9 at% and x = 15 at% of Ga and performed by LP PLD decreases from

about 70 nm to about 15 nm and increases with increasing temperature in the

second range from d ≈ 15 nm to d ≈ 200 nm. For the seed layers grown by

CVD and having a doping concentration of x = 9 at% and x = 13 at% the NW

diameter increases from 15 nm to 25 nm in the first temperature range only and

no behavior is observed in the second range. For the undoped seed layer and the

seed layer doped by x = 7 at% of Ga, the NW diameter increases with a growth

temperature in the second range from d ≈ 10 to d ≈ 70 and from d ≈ 25 to

d ≈ 350 nm.

The density of the NWs obtained on all used seed layers, doped and undoped,

monotonically decreases with increasing growth temperature. The decrease is

observed from about 150µm−2 to about 10µm−2. The density of the NW grown

on the undoped seed layer decrease significantly to 1µm−2 at T ≈ 950 ◦C.

The Ga doping of the seed layers leads to the heterogeneous nucleation process

as was mentioned for the Al-doped seed layers. However, in contrast to the Al

doping, the ZnO(Ga) layers require a higher nucleation energy and thick NNs

can be grown on the layer doped by x = 7 at%. The NNs are broadened to the

bottom, i.e. a large nucleation seed was developed on this layer. At the growth

temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C more deposited particles are involved in the nucleation

process than for the ZnO(Al) seed layers. However, the nucleation energy on the

Ga-doped layers is probably lower than for the homogeneous nucleation since a

higher NN density is observed.

For the doping concentration of x = 9 at% and x = 15 at% of Ga, the seed

layers have a higher surface roughness and the FWHM of the rocking curves than

for the ZnO(Ga) layers doped by x ≤ 7 at%. These surface properties can support

the nucleation since any surface defect is a potential place for a crystallization

[26]. Thereby, the surface properties of these highly doped seed layers can reduce
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Figure 6.4: The geometrical characteristics of the ZnO NWs grown on the
ZnO(Ga) seed layer. The grey dashed line are the guide to the eye
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6. NW growth on Ga doped seed layers

the required nucleation energy and the number of the particles which are involved

in creation of the nucleation seeds [26, 83] and the NW growth can be supported.

Such support of the growth is also observed for these seed layers at the growth

temperature of T ≈ 600 ◦C. At the same time, for the seed layers with a doping

concentration of x ≤ 7 at% of Ga, which have a lower surface roughness and the

FWHM of the rocking curve, the nucleation process is not supported and no NWs

are observed.

The ultrathin NWs grown at the growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C on the

seed layer doped with x = 1 at% of Ga can be explained by the same growth

kinetics as mentioned for the Al-doped seed layer with the same doping concen-

tration and the same growth temperature previously. These ultrathin NWs are

fabricated because of a small number of the high-energy particles which can eas-

ily overcome the most of the surface defects and reach the top of the nucleation

seeds for being crystallized there.

Interestingly, that for the seed layers with a doping concentration of x ≥ 9 at%

fabricated by CVD almost the same results of the NW growth are observed for

all doping concentrations used at the growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C and

T ≈ 700 ◦C. These results mean that the surface roughness of Ra > 3 nm and

FWHM > 8 ◦ do not play a sufficient role on the seed nucleation and NW growth,

but only the growth temperature. For the T ≈ 950 ◦C the energy which is required

for the nucleation can be higher than for the homogeneous nucleation and no NWs

are observed. With a reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C the most

of the deposited particles are crystallized and they can play a role of the nucleation

seeds and a high density of the NWs is observed. The ultrathin NWs fabricated

at T ≈ 400 ◦C on the seed layers doped by x = 9 at% and x = 13 at% of Ga can

be grown because of the high energy particles which can overcome the most of

the surface defects. However, for the seed layers with a doping concentration of

x ≥ 16 at% the number of the defects is too large and the high-energy particles

are not able to move anymore.
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6.3 Optical characteristics of the ZnO NWs

The observed NWs have a diameter in wide the range from d ≈ 400 nm to

d ≈ 7 nm and thus, a strong increase of the surface-to-volume ratio appears with

decreasing of the diameter. Increasing of the impact of the surface properties on

the emission characteristics of the NWs is expected and in order to investigate the

optical properties of the NWs with different diameters, the CL measurements were

performed. For this measurements, the NWs with a diameter of 380, 180, 70, 40

and 10 nm fabricated on the different seed layers and at the different growth

temperatures have been chosen. In Fig. 6.5a results of the measurements of the

grown NWs are presented. The NWs were investigated by cathodoluminescence

(CL) at a temperature of T ≈ 10K. In order to avoid a signal from the seed layer,

each sample was cleaved in the middle and the measurements were performed

along the vertical direction of the NWs E[32].

Several emission peak are observed for the thick NW with a diameter of

d = 380 nm around 3.36 eV. These emission peaks mainly originates from the

recombination of donor bound excitons [127]. The most prominent peak at E

≈ 3.361 eV has a broadening of about 2 meV which is close to the value deter-

mined on bulk single crystals of ZnO which is typical for the NWs grown by HP

PLD [87].

With decreasing NW diameter the emission peaks at 3.36 eV become broader

and the broadening of 7.7 meV is observed for the NW with a diameter of d = 40

nm. With a further reduction of the NW diameter to d = 10 nm the observed

peaks strongly overlap with each other and cannot be distinguished anymore. In

this case the increase of the broadening is also reflected by an increase of the

broadening of the entire emission peak (Fig. 6.5b).

Responsible for the observed increase of the broadening might be the bending

of the energy bands at the surface near region [34, 35]. Since the surface states

that are located within the band gap can be occupied by electrons, the band can

be bent upward [128]. It reflects on the change of the electronic structure and

emission characteristic. Also, decreasing of the exciton oscillator strength and

increase of the surface defects can be attributed to be responsible for the broad-

ening of the corresponding peak of the donor bound excitons [35, 105, 128]. By
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Figure 6.5: (a) CL spectra of ZnO NWs for different diameters. For a better
clarity the spectra were shifted vertically. (b) Solid points - the FWHM from
entire emission as a function of the diameter of the NWs, empty points - the
FWHM from the single peaks for thick NWs

reducing the diameter of the NWs the surface-to volume ratio strongly increases

and thus the emission characteristic of the surface near region becomes dominant.

6.4 Summary of the Chapter

In this Chapter the following points were discussed:

• Nucleation process is the most important step of the NW growth. The

number of the nucleation seeds determines the density of the NWs and the

movement of the deposited particles on the surface of the seed layer.

• There are two kinds of a nucleation processes - a homogeneous and a het-

erogeneous nucleation process [26, 83]. The first one is likely observed for

the undoped ZnO NWs growth on the undoped ZnO seed layer whereas the

second one is more typical for the growth on the doped seed layers.

• The homogeneous nucleation process requires a high energy of nucleation

for a creation of the nucleation seed [83]. Thus, as was shown, the nucleation

seeds are large for this process and the most of the deposited particles are
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involved in the developing of the seeds. A low NW density is observed for

this kind of the nucleation.

• The heterogeneous nucleation is a creation of the seeds on the dopants

which are located on the surface or close to the surface of the substrate. For

the heterogeneous nucleation process a lower nucleation energy is required

compared with the homogeneous process [83]. As it was discussed, for the

heterogeneous nucleation the NW seeds are smaller and their number is

larger than for the homogeneous nucleation.

• Thick NNs can be fabricated at the high growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C

on the seed layer doped by x = 7 at% of Ga. This fabrication can probably

be attributed to the higher nucleation energy which is required for the

growth on the Ga-doped seed layers than for the growth on the Al-doped

seed layers since the NNs are broadened on the foot. It means that for the

formation of the NN nucleation seed, more deposited particles have been

involved than for the formation of the nucleation seed on the ZnO(Al) seed

layer with the same doping concentration.

• It was found that for the ZnO(Al) seed layers the surface characteristics

have a stronger impact on the growth process than for the ZnO(Ga) seed

layers. The surface defects are the obstacles for the particle movement,

however they support the nucleation process since the surface defects are

the most possible places for the crystallization [26]. A kind of the seed

layer polarity seems has a minor and almost neglectable impact on the NW

fabrication.

• With reduction of the growth temperature, the interfacial free energy re-

duces since a lot of deposited ZnO particles are crystallized immediately

after the deposition and only few particles with high kinetic energy are able

to move. However, for the growth at ZnO(Ga) seed layers with a doping

concentration of x > 2 at% and at the growth temperature of T ≈ 700 ◦C

the immediately crystallized particles form the nucleation seeds and the

NW growth is supported. A high density array of 100µm−2 NWs with an

aspect ratio of 100 and diameter of d ≈ 25 nm is observed for such growth.
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• For the low-temperature growth at T ≈ 400 ◦C the most of the deposited

particles are crystallized on the both kinds of the doped seed layers, inde-

pendently on the growth technique. Only few particles with a high kinetic

energy can move on the surface at this growth temperature. Also, only

the seed layer with a low density of the grains can support this movement.

Such particles can be crystallized as soon as they have reached the top of

the nucleation seed or rather the developing NW. Since the high-energy

particles is a small fraction of the deposited ZnO particles [126], there is a

limited number of particles which are involved in the NW growth. As was

demonstrated, the fabrication of the high density vertically oriented array

of the ultrathin NWs, i.e. with a diameter of d < 10 nm can be obtained

at the low growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C.

• The optical properties of the NWs with different diameters were measured

by CL at low temperature of T = 5 K. For the thick NWs with a diameter

of d ≥ 180 nm, a broadening of the donor bound exciton of about 2 meV

is observed. This reflects the high crystalline quality of the NWs. With

decreasing diameter, the broadening of the emission peaks increases and it

can be explained by the strong increase of the surface-to-volume ratio for

the thin NWs.
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Chapter 7

Growth of ZnO(Al) and ZnO(Ga)

NWs

As mentioned in the Chapter 2, the doping of the ZnO NWs changes their proper-

ties and opens new possibilities for their applications in different devices [16, 129].

For the investigation of the NW growth, doping of the deposited material by Al

or rather Ga is important since it changes the supersaturation of the vapor and

thus, the growth mechanism. The dopants of the deposited material can increase

supersaturation of the vapor over the substrate and support the nucleation pro-

cess. The increased material and interfacial free energies lead to the desired

Volmer-Weber growth mode.

As mentioned in the previous Chapter 6, the NW can be grown well-oriented

on the doped seed layers and their diameter can be decreased from d ≈ 400 nm

to d ≈ 7 nm and at the same time, the growth temperature can be reduced.

Thus, using of the same range of doping concentrations of 0 ≤ x ≤ 7 at% of

Al and 0 ≤ x ≤ 20 at% of Ga for the NW doping seems promising. However,

due to a technical and time limitations, the compromised doping concentrations

have to be chosen. In this Chapter growth of Al-doped NWs with a doping

concentration of x = 3.5 at% on the seed layers doped by x = 0 - 7 at% of Al

and Ga-doped NWs doped by x = 1 at% on the seed layers with x = 0 - 7 at% of

Ga dopants will be discussed. The geometrical properties of the obtained NWs

(diameter, aspect ratio and density) as a function of the doping concentration
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7. AL-DOPED ZNO NWS GROWN ON ZNO(AL) SEED LAYERS

and the growth temperature will be presented as well.

7.1 Al-doped ZnO NWs grown on ZnO(Al) seed

layers

The SEM images of the Al-doped NWs grown on the ZnO(Al) seed layers for

different growth temperatures are presented in Fig. 7.1. The results on the un-

doped ZnO seed layer at the growth temperatures of T ≈ 950 ◦C and T ≈ 700 ◦C

exhibited by a high density of non oriented long NWs. These results are simi-

lar to the results obtained for undoped NWs on such seed layer at T ≈ 700 ◦C

but with higher length and density. The reduction of the growth temperature

to T ≈ 600 ◦C and T ≈ 400 ◦C leads to a vanishing of the NW growth and only

some agglomerated pyramids-like structures were grown.

For the seed layer doped by x = 1 at% the results of the NW growth are similar

to that obtained on the undoped seed layer at the temperatures of T ≈ 950 ◦C

and T ≈ 700 ◦C, i.e. a high density array of non-oriented NWs. For a growth

temperature of T ≈ 600 ◦C some agglomerated nanoparticles were grown and

at T ≈ 400 ◦C the pyramidal structures were obtained instead of a well-oriented

array of the ultrathin undoped NWs which were observed in the previous Chapter

and fabricated on the same seed layer with the same growth temperature.

With increasing of the doping concentration to x = 2 at% the situation is

changed. Almost no NWs were obtained for a high growth temperature of

T ≈ 950 ◦C and only a honeycomb-like structure was obtained for a growth

temperature of T ≈ 700 ◦C. For T ≈ 600 ◦C a low density array of thin NWs

was grown and for the growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C a high density array of

ultrathin NWs was fabricated.

For a doping concentration of x = 3.5 at% some short nanocolumns were

grown at low growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C. A well-oriented array of NWs

was obtained at the growth temperature of T ≈ 600 ◦C and some NWs between

nanowall- and honeycomb-like structures were fabricated at the T ≈ 700 ◦C. The

vertically-aligned NWs were grown at the highest growth temperature and this

result is similar to the result of undoped NW growth.
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7. Al-doped ZnO NWs grown on ZnO(Al) seed layers

For the doping concentration of x = 7 at% of Al the results are similar to the

undoped NW, i.e. agglomerated structure was grown at T ≈ 950 ◦C, well-oriented

NWs were achieved at T ≈ 700 ◦C, almost no NWs were fabricated at the growth

temperatures of T < 600 ◦C.
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Figure 7.1: The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the NWs doped
by x = 3.5 at% of Al dopants obtained on the ZnO(Al) seed layers with different
doping concentration performed at the different growth temperatures

The overall behavior of the aspect ratio, diameter and density of the ZnO(Al)

NWs as function of the seed layer doping concentration or rather growth temper-

ature are presented in Fig. 7.2. The behavior of the geometric properties of the

Al-doped NWs is different to the behavior of the undoped NW properties. For

instance, the aspect ratio of the NWs fabricated at high growth temperatures of

T ≥ 700 ◦C decreases from about 80 to 10 with increasing doping concentration.

The aspect ratio increases with an Al concentration from 20 to 60 for the NWs
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7. AL-DOPED ZNO NWS GROWN ON ZNO(AL) SEED LAYERS

grown at T ≈ 600 ◦C and constant with a doping concentration and is about 5

for the NWs fabricated at T ≈ 400 ◦C.

The diameter of the Al-doped NWs does not change with the doping concen-

tration. For the growth temperatures of T ≈ 950 ◦C and T ≈ 700 ◦C the diameter

of the NWs is about 40 nm. The NWs grown at T ≈ 600 ◦C have a diameter of

about 10 nm. For the NWs fabricated at the growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C

the diameter of 100 nm is observed. The NW density slightly increases from

20µm−2 to about 100µm−2 for all used growth temperature.

The aspect ratio increases with increasing growth temperature from 5 to 15

for the NWs grown on the seed layer doped by x = 7 at% and from 5 to 80 for

the growth on the seed layer with a doping concentration of x = 3.5 at%. For

the higher growth temperature of T ≥ 600 ◦C the aspect ratio is constant for

these seed layers. If the seed layer is doped by x = 2 at% of Al, the aspect ratio

is constant with a growth temperature and is about 50. For the lowest doping

concentration of x = 1 at% and for the growth on the undoped seed layer, the

NW aspect ratio is constant with a growth temperature and is about 20 and 70

respectively.

The diameter of the NWs grown on the undoped seed layer is constant with a

growth temperature and is about 40 nm. For the NW fabrication on the seed layer

with Al doping concentration of x = 1 at% the diameter increases from 10 nm to

80 nm in the range of temperature from T ≈ 600 ◦C to T ≈ 700 ◦C. For the seed

layer doped by x = 2 at% the diameter is constant with a growth temperature and

is about 10 nm. An slight increase of the diameter with the growth temperature

from about 10 nm to 30 nm is observed for the NWs obtained on the seed layer

with x = 3.5 at% of Al dopants. On the seed layer with a doping concentration

of x = 7 at% the NW diameter decreases from about 100 nm to 20 nm in the low

temperature range from T ≈ 400 ◦C to T ≈ 600 ◦C and than remains constant in

the high temperature range

The density of the NWs grown on the seed layers doped by x = 2 at% decreases

with increasing growth temperature from 200µm−2 to 30µm−2. For all other

doping concentrations as well as for the undoped seed layers the NW density

fluctuates in the range from 20µm−2 to 80µm−2 and no clear dependence on the

growth temperature can be observed.
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Figure 7.2: Geometrical characteristics of the Al doped NWs fabricated on the
ZnO(Al) seed layers as a function of the doping concentration and the growth
temperature. The grey dashed line is a guide for the eye
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As mentioned previously in the Chapter 3, for the HP PLD growth technique,

presence of the Ar flow leads to a formation of the ZnO and Al2O3 particles

of the vapor instead of ions which are typical for the LP PLD [29]. Since the

Al2O3 particles are heavier than the ZnO particles, the doped vapor is heavier

compared to the undoped one. Thus, the pressure of the doped vapor is larger

than the pressure of the undoped ZnO vapor and hence, the supersaturation of

the vapor increases with a doping. Thereby, the material free energy is increased

in comparison with the material free energy of the undoped vapor.

The deposited Al2O3 particles form a new phase on the surface of the seed

layer [26, 29] and thus, the heterogeneous nucleation process is possible. It re-

flects on the growth of the high density array of the NWs which is observed on

the undoped ZnO seed layer at T ≥ 700 ◦C. A slight increase of the FWHM of the

rocking curve which is observed for the seed layer doped by x = 1 at% of Al in

comparison with the FWHM of the rocking curve of the undoped ZnO seed layer

can be compensated by a slight decrease of the Ra and no significant changes

of the growth mechanism are observed for the high temperatures of T ≥ 700 ◦C.

However, further increasing of the FWHM of the rocking curve which was de-

termined for the seed layer doped by x = 2 at% of Al cannot be compensated

by decreasing of the surface roughness and no NWs were fabricated at the high

growth temperatures.

For the Al doping concentration of x = 3.5 at% the FWHM of the rocking

curve is not increased significantly in comparison with the FWHM of the rocking

curve of the seed layer doped by x = 2 at% of Al. However, the reduction of

the surface roughness to 1.2 nm can decrease the surface free energy and support

the Volmer-Weber growth mode. The surface roughness of the seed layer doped

by x = 7 at% of Al is almost the same as for the layer with x = 3.5 at% of

dopants, however its FWHM of the rocking curve is increased by 1.2 ◦. Such

increase of the surface free energy does not lead to the NW growth at the growth

temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C. Reduction of the temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C can

support the nucleation since more particles can be crystallized immediately after

the deposition and moreover, a high density of grain boundaries can attract the

deposited particles to be crystallized there. Thus, the high density array of the

NWs is observed for the seed layer doped by x = 7 at% of Al.
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7. Ga-doped ZnO NWs grown on ZnO(Ga) seed layers

Reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 600 ◦C significantly reduces the

interfacial free energy and deposited particles cannot move on the substrates with

a supposed high surface free energy. Thus, no NWs are observed for the undoped

seed layer as well as for the layers with a doping concentration of x = 1 at%

and x = 2 at%. However, with reduction of the surface free energy, which was

attributed for the seed layer doped by x = 3.5 at% the NW growth is possible.

The NW growth on the seed layer with x = 7 at% of Al dopants can be explained

by an impact of the small grains of this seed layers and the numerous grain

boundaries can support the nucleation.

For the growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C, growth of ultrathin NWs is ob-

served on the seed layer doped with x = 2 at% of Al instead of doping concen-

tration of x = 1 at% as was found for the undoped ZnO NWs. The shift of the

optimum doping concentration can be explained by a reduction of the number

of high energy particles with doping of the deposited material. However, the

reduction of the surface roughness and the surface free energy can support the

movement of the high energy particles and they can reach the top of the nu-

cleation seeds, i.e. the NWs can be grown. Further increasing of the doping

concentration can support the movement of the particles with average kinetic en-

ergy. These particles can interact with the particles with high kinetic energy and

their movement can be stopped. For this situation the nanocolumns were grown,

i.e. the Volmer-Weber growth mode is slightly shifted to the Stranski-Krastanov

one, and the difference of the free energy ∆F → 0.

7.2 Ga-doped ZnO NWs grown on ZnO(Ga) seed

layers

In Fig. 7.3 the SEM images of the Ga-doped ZnO structures are presented. Re-

markably, high density array of the cylindrical NWs was obtained for a high

growth temperature process of T ≈ 950 ◦C on the undoped ZnO seed layer. With

decreasing the growth temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C the NWs become thinner and

tilted in different directions and in different angles with respect to the surface nor-

mal. However, with further decreasing of the growth temperature to T ≈ 600 ◦C
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and T ≈ 400 ◦C no NWs were obtained and only agglomerated particles were

observable.

The NW growth on the doped seed layers with doping concentration of x =

1 at% leads to a change of the grown nanostructuress. For the growth tempera-

ture of T ≈ 950 ◦C an array of NNs was obtained instead of cylindrical NWs. A

reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C suppresses the NW growth

and only honeycomb-like structures were obtained. Surprisingly, NWs were fab-

ricated for low growth temperature of T ≤ 600 ◦C and the density of the NWs is

increased with decreasing temperature.

For the seed layer with x = 2 at% of Ga dopants step-like non well-oriented

NNs were grown. Notably these NNs are not well-oriented. For the growth tem-

perature of T ≈ 700 ◦C a combination of nanowall-like structure and cylindrical

NWs was obtained and NWs only were fabricated at the growth temperature

of T ≈ 600 ◦C. However, at low growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C the NW

growth was vanished. Similar results were obtained on the seed layer with Ga

concentration of x = 3.5 at%. However, for this doping concentration of the seed

layers a nanowall-like structure at the growth temperature of T ≈ 600 ◦C was not

observable.

On the seed layer with a doping concentration of x = 7 at% the step-like

NNs become more disoriented for the highest growth temperature. A high den-

sity array of the well-oriented NWs was obtained for the growth temperature

of T ≈ 700 ◦C. On this seed layer a nanowall-like structure is observable at the

growth temperature of T ≈ 600 ◦C and a combination of thick and thin NWs was

fabricated at the low temperature growth of T ≈ 400 ◦C.

The overall geometric properties (aspect ratio, diameter and density) of the

ZnO(Ga) NWs fabricated on the Ga-doped seed layers as a function of the doping

concentration of the seed layer and the growth temperature are presented in

Fig. 7.4. For the NWs fabricated at T ≈ 950 ◦C on the undoped seed layer the

aspect ratio is about 30 and it decreases to 10 and remains constant for all doping

concentrations of the seed layers. For the growth temperature of T ≈ 700 ◦C the

aspect ratio increases from 20 to about 150 with increasing doping concentration.

The NWs obtained at T ≈ 600 ◦C on the seed layer doped by x = 1 at% of Ga

dopants have the aspect ratio of 10 and it increases to about 30 and remains
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Figure 7.3: The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the NWs doped
by x = 1 at% of Ga dopants obtained on the ZnO(Ga) seed layers with different
doping concentration performed at the different growth temperatures
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constant with a doping concentrations. The aspect ratio of the NWs grown at

T ≈ 400 ◦C decreases with increasing Ga doping concentration from 100 to 50.

A constant NW diameter with a doping concentration of about 200 nm is

observable for the highest growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C. For the growth

temperature of T ≈ 700 ◦C the NW diameter decreases with increasing Ga con-

centration of the seed layer from 70 nm to 10 nm. For the doping concentra-

tions of x ≤ 3.5 at% the diameter of the NWs grown at T ≈ 600 ◦C decreases

from 30 nm to 7 nm and then increases to 20 nm with the doping concentra-

tion of 3.5 < x ≤ 7 at%. For the NWs fabricated at the growth temperature

of T ≈ 400 ◦C the diameter is constant as a function of the seed layer doping

concentration and is about 7 nm.

The density of the NWs fabricated at T ≈ 950 ◦C slightly decreases from

30µm−2 to 10µm−2 in the range of the seed layer doping concentration of x ≤
3.5 at%. In the range of the highest Ga doping concentration of 3.5 < x ≤ 7 at%

the NW density slightly increases to 20µm−2. For the NWs obtained at T ≤
700 ◦C the density is almost constant with the doping concentration and is about

150µm−2.

The aspect ratio of the NWs obtained on the doped seed layers decreases with

increasing growth temperature from about 70 to about 10. For the seed layer

doped with x = 7 at% of Ga the aspect ratio is 150 for the growth temperature of

T ≈ 700 ◦C. For the NWs fabricated on the undoped seed layer the aspect ratio

is almost constant with the growth temperature and is about 30.

The NW diameter increases with increasing growth temperature from about

10 nm to about 250 nm. This behavior is observed for all used doped seed layers.

However, for the NWs grown on the undoped seed layers the diameter is constant

with the growth temperature and is about 70 nm.

The NW density is constant with increasing the growth temperature in the

range from T ≈ 700 ◦C to T ≈ 700 ◦C and is about 150µm−2. However, for the

higher range of the growth temperature of T > 700 ◦C the NW density decreases

to about 20µm−2.

The heterogeneous nucleation process can be attributed to the ZnO(Ga) de-

position on any kind of the used seed layer. Important, that on the all kinds of

the Ga-doped seed layers at the highest growth temperature, the complex step-
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Figure 7.4: Geometrical characteristics of the Ga doped NWs fabricated on the
ZnO(Ga) seed layers as a function of the doping concentration and the growth
temperature. The grey dashed line is a guide for the eye
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like NNs were grown. Such growth might be caused by an increased nucleation

energy compared to the Al-doped NW growth. As mentioned in the Chapter 6,

the nucleation seeds on the Ga-doped layers have a larger size than the seeds

on the Al-doped seed layers because the higher nucleation energy is required for

the nucleation on the ZnO(Ga) layer than on the ZnO(Al) seed layer. Such nu-

cleation seeds on the Ga-doped seed layers have probably a pyramidal shape as

the undoped ZnO seeds formed on the undoped ZnO seed layer at high temper-

ature of T ≈ 950 ◦C. The moving interfacial particles have a high kinetic energy

and aspire to reach the top of the nucleation pyramid-like seed by the flows f1

(which can deliver the particles to the sides of the seeds) and f2 (which drives

the particles to the top of the pyramid) as shown in Fig. 7.5a. However, the top

of the nucleation seed has a limited place for the crystallization and the most of

the particles can move downward by the flow f3 (Fig. 7.5b). Since the moving

particles are doped by the heavy Ga dopants, their movements consume a lot of

energy and the particles cannot reach the surface of the substrate and become

crystallized on the sides of the pyramidal seed. Further moving particles which

are driven by the flows f1+f2 and also have reached the top of the pyramid and

moved downward might be crystallized over the previously crystallized particles

and a new pyramid-like structure is growing over the previous one and the growth

of the step-like NNs is taken place (Fig. 7.5c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.5: The possible scheme of the step-like NN growth: (a) particles reaching
the top of the nucleation seed, (b) particles moving from the top of the nucleation
seed downhill, (c) particles have been crystallized on the sides of the nucleation
seed and next particles might be crystallized over the previously crystallized par-
ticles

With reduction of the growth temperature to T ≈ 700 ◦C no NNs, neither

conventional nor step-like, are presented. The growth of the high density array
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7. Ga-doped ZnO NWs grown on ZnO(Ga) seed layers

of the NWs on the undoped seed layer is caused by a significant impact of the

material free energy. As for the Al-doped ZnO deposition, the Ga doping enhances

the supersaturation of the vapor and thus, the material free energy. However, due

to difficult nucleation of the seeds on the Ga-doped seed layers, the interfacial

free energy reduces with doping of the seed layer by x = 1 at% of Ga and the

Volmer-Weber growth mode is shifted to the Stranski-Krastanov one. For the

seed layer doped by x = 3.5 at% of Ga dopants, the small surface roughness of

Ra = 1.1 nm and small FWHM of the rocking curve of 0.8 ◦ reduce the surface

free energy and the growth of the NWs is possible. For the seed layer with a Ga

doping concentration of x = 7 at% an impact of the increased surface roughness

of Ra = 2 nm is compensated by small FWHM of 0.7 ◦ and the surface free energy

is less influential on the growth process than a sum of Fm+Fi and the NWs were

fabricated.

The growth temperature of T ≈ 600 ◦C supports the nucleation since a lot of

deposited particles have low kinetic energy, they cannot move and were crystal-

lized soon after the deposition. Thus, numerous nucleation seeds were created.

The growth of thin NWs is explained by the particles with a high kinetic energy.

These particles can reach the top of the seeds and be crystallized there. However,

a number of these high energy particles is limited and NWs cannot be developed

well in the lateral direction.

A fabrication of the ultrathin NWs at the growth temperature of T ≈ 400 ◦C

on the seed layer doped by x = 1 at% of Ga is similar to the undoped NWs grown

at the same growth temperature and on the same seed layer. Probably, such low

growth temperature determines the nucleation process instead of the kind of the

doping material and thus the growth results are similar. However, for the higher

doping concentration of x = 2 at% and x = 3.5 at% no NWs are observed proba-

bly due to an impact of the surface free energy and increasing of the FWHM of

the rocking curves with the doping concentration. For these seed layers the grain

boundaries are obstacles for the movement of the high-energy particles and the

ultrathin NWs cannot be grown.
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7.3 Summary of the Chapter

In this Chapter the following aspects were discussed:

• The Al or rather Ga dopants of the vapor increase its pressure and the

supersaturation. Thus, the material free energy is supposed to be increased.

• Doped deposited material leads to the heterogeneous nucleation process, i.e.

the required nucleation energy is lower than for the homogeneous nucleation

and the numerous nucleation seeds can be formed.

• A nucleation process on the ZnO(Ga) seed layers requires a higher nu-

cleation energy than for the Al-doped seed layers since the Ga dopants are

heavier than the Al dopants. It reflects on the growth of the NNs on all kinds

of the used Ga-doped layers at the high growth temperature of T ≈ 950 ◦C.

For this growth process, the kinetic energy of the interfacial particles is

supported by the high temperature and they can easily reach the top of the

growing structure and move downward. The downward movement appears

because of a competition between the particles for the place on the top of

the pyramidal-like NN. The Ga-doped particles are also heavier than the

undoped ZnO and the doped particles cannot be transfered to the surface

of the substrate. Thus, the Ga-doped ZnO particles can be crystallized on

the sides of the NNs forming the step-like structures.

• The low growth temperature can support the nucleation process since most

of the deposited particles have a low kinetic energy, they cannot move on

the surface and become crystallized. Thus, growth of the ultrathin Al or

Ga doped NWs is possible at low growth temperature of T ≤ 600 ◦C.

• The doping of the NW material in a combination with the variation of the

doping concentration of the seed layers and the growth temperature have

a strong impact on the NW geometric properties, i.e. the NW diameter,

length, aspect ratio and density.
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Chapter 8

Growth of tilted ZnO NWs and

NNs

In this Chapter an approach to obtain unidirectional growth of ZnO NWs is

presented. For this purpose, the sapphire substrate was patterned. It is shown

that, the growth of tilted structures can be realized in two ways: i) cylindrical

NWs and ii) NNs. The type of the structures, NWs or NNs, can be controlled

by the used substrate. Additionally, optical properties of the NWs and NNs are

discussed.

8.1 Patterning of the substrates

A growth of the ZnO NWs on a- and c-facets of the sapphire is well-known (e.g.

in the Ref. [25, 130]). On such surface orientations the NWs can be grown with

a high density, large diameter and high aspect ratio. A bulk r -plane oriented

sapphire contains a c-facet inside, which is tilted by 58 ◦ with respect to the

surface normal of the r -facet [131]. However, the c-facet does not presented on

the surface of the bulk r -plane oriented sapphire crystal. A patterning of the

r -plane sapphire allows to achieve the c-facet of the surface and the NWs grown

on the c-facet are expected to be tilted with respect to the r -plane normal.

The patterning of the r -plane sapphire was performed by the wet-chemical

etching at CNRS-CRHEA, Valbonne, France and is presented in details in the
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8. PATTERNING OF THE SUBSTRATES

Ref. [132] and [133]. A strong anisotropy of the etching rate of the different

crystallographic planes is exploited and c-facets which are tilted with respect to

the r -facet normal are obtained. The angle of the tilt is about 58 ◦. A 200 nm

SiO2 layer was sputtered on r -plane sapphire wafer by using a RF-sputtering and

a patterning of the SiO2 was performed by using a standard photolithography

process. The SiO2 stripes protect the sapphire areas from the etching since the

SiO2 does not react with the used acids. The stripes are 2 µm wide and oriented

along the {1101} direction with a period of 10 µm. For the etching process a

mixture of H3PO4 and H2SO4 acids were used with a ratio of 3:1 and a temper-

ature of T ≈ 270 ◦C was applied. The substrate was immersed in the mixture

for 20 min and subsequent rinsing in deionized water. Remarkably, the ratio of

the etching rates between c- and r -plane is about 10 which allows to achieve the

tilted c-plane facets with respect to surface plane of the r -facet. The scheme of

the obtained structure is presented in Fig. 8.1. The surface consist 8 µm wide

trenches which have a depth of about 400 nm. Moreover, a 3 µm wide mesa with

a desired tilted c-facet is presented between the trenches.

11�01  
400 nm 

Figure 8.1: Scheme of the structured sapphire substrates.

In doing so the substrate consists of four differently oriented surfaces: a c-

plane, {1101} plane, SiO2 on the mesa and the r -plane between the mesa. How-

ever, only on the c-facet an oriented NW growth is expected. The SiO2 layer can

support the movement of the particles due to its non-crystalline structure [134]

and the particles which are deposited on the SiO2 layer can easily be transfered

to the sapphire planes where they can be crystallized. Thus, two promising ways

will be presented in order to achieve the NW growth: remaining the SiO2 layer
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8. Growth of tilted NNs

and it removing. For last case, some substrates were additionally etched in a

buffered HF solution for 15 min at room temperature in order to remove the

SiO2 top layer before the growth of the NWs.

8.2 Growth of tilted NNs

For the growth of the undoped ZnO tilted nanostructures, a high-temperature

growth at T ≈ 950 ◦C has been chosen in order to support the interfacial free

energy and the movement of the deposited particles. A reduction of the temper-

ature to T ≤ 700 ◦C leads to the growth of long and thin NWs with a diameter

of d ≈ 20 nm and aspect ratio of about 300 and the tilted nanostructures can-

not be de defined among the other grown structures. The low temperatures of

T < 700 ◦C suppress the NW growth.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the nanostructures ob-

tained on the patterned sapphire substrate with a SiO2 layer on top of the mesa

are shown in Fig. 8.2. Here needle-like structures on the SiO2 layer and on the

c-plane, are observable. On the c-plane the NNs are well-oriented, with their

c-axis perpendicular to this surface and therefore the NNs are tilted with respect

to the substrate normal by 58 ◦. Furthermore, the high density of these NNs at

this facet was expected. Here the density of about 5 NNs per µm−2 is observed.

The NN diameter is about 800 nm and the aspect ratio is 2.75 (the length of the

NN was taken along the normal of the c-facet). In contrast to these NNs, the

NNs observed on the mesa covered with SiO2 layer are not well oriented verti-

cally along the surface normal since the SiO2 is amorphous and typically does not

support the well-oriented growth. For the r -plane and {1101} fecet no growth

of NWs or NNs was observed. An occurrence of the undesired NNs on the SiO2

layer might be a disadvantage for the applications of the tilted NNs.

A cross-sectional SEM image of the nanoneedles is shown in Fig. 8.2c. Remark-

ably, the r -facet between the mesa is covered by the ZnO layer with a thickness of

about 250 nm, whereas the ZnO layer on the SiO2 is only 50 nm thick. The NN

has a complex shape, it becomes narrowing from the foot on the c-plane oriented

facet. However, in the length of about 200 nm, the NN becomes broadening.

After 200 nm more, the narrowing of the structure appears again. The supposed
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Figure 8.2: The scanning electrone microscope (SEM) images of NNs obtained
on the patterned sapphire substrate with SiO2 layer on the top of the mesa: (a)
top view with low magnication, white dashed rectangle indicates area for high
magnication and cross-section measurements (c). A scheme of the possible growth
of the NN complex shape (d)

scheme of the NN growth is shown in Fig. 8.2d. Such complex shape of the NN

is possible because of support of the ZnO particles which can be transfered from

the SiO2 and from the r -facet between the mesa to the c-facet. However, such

transfer consumes the energy, and the transfered particles can have a lower kinetic

energy than the particles which were directly deposited on the c-facet. The low

energy particles are crystallized after their transfer and cover entire surface of the

c-facet, whereas the high energy particles are able to move over the crystallized

particles. The structure is growing as a pyramid here, and the moving particles

which are driven by the flow f2 aspire to reach the top of the pyramid. However,

due to the limited space on the top of the pyramid, the particles are moving

downward by the flow f3. This flow meets new particles driven by the flow f2 and

because of a interaction of these two flows, the structure becomes broadening.

8.3 Growth of tilted NWs

The results obtained on the substrates without a SiO2 layer on the mesa are

shown in Fig. 8.3. Similar to the substrates with a SiO2 layer, a well oriented

growth of nanostructures is observable on the c-plane. However, in this case

NWs were fabricated instead of NNs. Additionally, the thick ZnO layers with the

thickness of about 200 nm are observed on the mesa and on the r -facet between

the mesa. For the r -facet and for the {1101} oriented facet some non-oriented
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NWs are obtained. The NWs have a typical diameter of 150 nm and the aspect

ratio of 12 which was taken along the normal to the c-facet.

A possible reason of the growth of the NWs instead of NNs is the absence

of the SiO2 layer. The uncovered r -plane oriented facet does not support the

movement of the particles and at the same time, it does not support the NW

growth. Thus, the particles which were deposited on r -plane are crystallized

there as a layer which can be seen in Fig. 8.3a. The number of the particles on the

c-plane is lower than in the case with presented SiO2 layer and less particles are

crystallized on the surface of the c-facet. Thus, the particles which are deposited

directly to the c-facet can move upward with the flow f2 and the thinner NW is

growing on contrast to the thick NN. However, the interaction of the two flows,

f2 and f3, is also presented here and a slight broadening of the NW in a length of

about 200 nm from the foot is observed.

10µm

(a)

3µm

(b)
r-facet

c-facet

r-facet

r-facet

(c)

1µm

ZnO

r-facet

r-facet

Figure 8.3: The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the NWs growth
results on patterned sapphire substrate without SiO2 mesa covering layer: (a)
top view with low magnification, white dashed rectangle indicates area for high
magnification (b) and cross-section measurements (c)

8.4 Optical properties of the tilted nanostruc-

tures

The optical properties of the obtained tilted nanostructures were investigated

by cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CL) at low temperature of T = 5 K. For

this purpose, the sample was cleaved and the measurements were taken from the

middle of each nanostructure. The CL spectra of NWs and NNs are presented in
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Fig. 8.4. The NN has two pronounced emission peaks at E = 3.357 eV with the

FWHM of about 2 meV and at E = 3.60 eV with the FWHM of 5 meV. These

peaks belongs to the recombination of donor bound exciton emission [77, 127].

The broad peak at E = 3.323 eV originates from two-electron satellite emission.

The weak peaks on the low energy range of E = 3.320− 3.330 eV are the optical

phonon replicas of the strong emission peak.

The NW has a less pronounced emission peak than the NN. This peak is

observed at E = 3.360 eV and caused by recombination of donor bound excitons.

The FWHM of the of the corresponding peak of the donor bound exciton is 12

meV which is comparable with the FWHM of the emission peak mentioned for

the vertically oriented NWs in the Chapter 6. The emission peak of the tilted NW

has two shoulders at E = 3.355 eV and E = 3.371 eV. Peaks of the two-electron

satellite emission cannot be distinguished.

Since the NW is thinner than the NN in the middle, broadening of the emission

peak of the NW can be caused by significant impact of the surface near region

on the emission. This effect was also observed for the vertically oriented NWs

mentioned in the Chapter 6. The emission of the narrowed tip of the NN can be

determined by the surface defects and the broadening of the emission peak might

be observed. However, for conforming this assumption a much higher spacial

resolution of the CL is required. The decrease of the oscillator strength and

bending of the energy bands at the surface near region can be responsible for the

increasing of the FWHM of the emission peaks [105].

8.5 Summary of the Chapter

The following aspect were discussed in this Chapter:

• Patterned sapphire substrate with tilted c-plane oriented facets allows to

grow NNs and NWs which are tilted by 58 ◦ with respect to the surface

normal. This angle is determined by the tilt of the c-facet.

• The presence of the SiO2 layer which covers the top of the mesa has a strong

impact on the kind of the growing structure - NW or NN. For the growth
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Figure 8.4: CL spectra of tilted ZnO NN (black) and NW (red). For a better
clarity the spectrum of the NW was shifted vertically

of thick NN with a complex shape the presence the SiO2 layer is required

whereas its absence leads to the growth of the cylindrical thin NWs.

• The SiO2 layer supports the movement of impinging particles on its surface

and they can be transfered to the sapphire facets. Also, the particles de-

posited on the r -plane oriented facet between the mesa can be transfered

to the c-facet. However, these transfers consume the kinetic energy of the

particles and they can be crystallized on the entire c-facet. The high energy

kinetic particles which are deposited directly on the c-facet are driven by

intense flows f2 and f3 and interaction of the flows leads to the growth of

the NNs.

• The particles which were deposited on the uncovered by r -facet are mostly

crystallized there into the ZnO layer without transferring to the c-facet.

Thus, less particles appear on the c-facet compared with the substrate with

SiO2 on the mesa. In this case, the high-energy particles develop thin

cylindrical NWs.
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• The low-temperature CL measurements revealed the pronounced emission

peaks for the NN and less distinguished peak for the NW. A broadening of

the corresponding peak of the donor bound exciton of 2 meV is observed

for the NNs whereas for the NWs the broadening is increased to 12 meV.

Such increasing of the broadening can be attributed to the decrease of the

oscillator strength and bending of the energy bands at the surface near

region.
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Chapter 9

Summary and outloock

9.1 Summary

In this thesis the growth mechanism and growth kinetics of the undoped, Al or

rather Ga doped ZnO NWs and a fabrication of the tilted NWs and NN were

discussed.

The NWs are more likely grown by the Volmer-Weber mode of the epitaxial

growth mechanism. The free energy which determines this growth mode is: ∆F =

Fm + Fi − Fs > 0, where Fm is a free energy of the deposited material, Fi - free

energy of the interface and Fs is a free energy of the surface of the substrate. The

HP PLD technique allows to increase the pressure of the deposited material by

using a transport gas. Thus, the supersaturation of the vapor is supported. The

number of the laser pulses and doping of the deposited material are influential

parameters on the material free energy. The interfacial free energy is strongly

depends on the growth temperature which can be varied in the range from T ≈
950 ◦C to the CMOS compatible temperature T ≈ 400 ◦C and thereby these NWs

can be used as a building block for a variety of applications. The free energy of the

surface depends on the surface roughness and the crystalline quality of the seed

layers. The doping of the seed layers by Al with the range of the concentration

of 1 < x < 7 at% or by Ga with the doping concentration of 1 < x < 20 at% as

well as using different techniques for the seed layer fabrication (LP PLD or CVD)

allow to vary the average surface roughness from Ra ≈ 1 nm to Ra ≈ 11.5 nm
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and the FWHM of the rocking curves taken from the ZnO (0001) plane from 1 ◦

to 11 ◦ and thus the surface free energy is supposed to be changed.

There are two kinds of the nucleation - homogeneous one and the heteroge-

neous nucleation process. The homogeneous nucleation is more likely observed for

the growth on the undoped ZnO nanostructures on the undoped ZnO seed layer.

For this process a large nucleation energy is required and the nucleation seeds are

formed larger than for the heterogeneous nucleation. For the deposition of the

undoped ZnO nanostructures on the doped seed layers, doped structures on the

undoped seed layers and for the fabrication of the doped nanostructures on the

doped seed layers the heterogeneous nucleation can be attributed. The nucleation

energy can define the density of the NWs by the number of the nucleation seeds

and the shape of the nanostructures - NWs or NNs which are observed on the

Ga-doped seed layers.

In the Chapter 5 was shown that there are several growth regimes which are

observed with increasing of the laser pulses - growth of the NWs in the lateral

and vertical directions, thinning of the NWs and increasing of its aspect ratio and

increasing of the diameter with reduction of the aspect ratio. For explanation of

this effect, following growth model can be introduced. The particles which were

deposited on the seed layers but not yet crystallized can form different flows of

the particles. Four main flows can be taken into account since their combination

and interaction determine the growth process:

• The flow f1 delivers the particles to the nucleation seeds and drives them

on the NW sides. This flow can be responsible for the first growth regime

when the NW growing in the vertical and the lateral direction

• The flow f2 is associated with appearance of the step-like tip of the NWs.

This flow drives the particles upward from the sides of the NWs to the

top of the tip. This flow can be responsible for thinning of the NW and

increasing of its length

• The flow f3 is opposite to the flow f2 and represents a moving of the particles

downward from the top of the tip to the sides of the NWs. This flow appears

when the number of the particles on the tip is quite large.
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• A constant deposition of the particles on the sides of the NWs is the flow

f4. A combination of this flow with f3 is responsible for increasing of the

NW diameter with a slight decrease of its aspect ratio.

By using doped and undoped seed layers and different growth temperature,

the NW diameter, aspect ratio and the density can be adjusted. For instance, it

was demonstrated in the Chapter 6 that the growth of the ultrathin NWs with a

diameter of d ≤ 10 nm can be grown at T ≈ 400 ◦C. These NWs have the aspect

ratio of about 100, density of about 350µm−2 and are well-oriented vertically.

The diameter of these NWs is comparable with the Bohr radius leading to the

presence of quantum effects [51]. Thereby such NWs can be used for the quantum

research applications.

For the Al and Ga doped nanostructures a tuning of the optical and electrical

properties are expected [16]. Thereby, growth of the doped nanostructures with

a diameter in the range from d ≈ 250 nm to d ≤ 10 nm and aspect ratio between

100 and about 10 which was demonstrated in the Chapter 7 can be favorable for

different applications. Moreover, the fabrication of the doped and undoped NNs

which is rarely reported in the literature [54] can be promising for the development

of the devices based on the electron emission since the NNs have a sharp tip.

In the Chapter 8 the unidirectional growth of tilted ZnO NWs or NNs was

demonstrated by using a patterned substrate. For such growth, the NW/NN

tilting angle of 58 ◦ is determined by the tilt of the c-plane with respect to the

surface normal. The presence of the SiO2 layer on the top of the mesa leads to

the growth of NNs since the SiO2 might support the particle movement and the

particles can be transferred to the c-plane oriented facet. Such transfer consumes

the kinetic energy of the particles and they are crystallized on the entire c-plane

surface. The particles which were deposited directly on the c-facet can move

upward the crystallized particles and develop the NN. Such NNs have a typical

aspect ratio of 2.75 and the diameter in the middle of 800 nm. The mesa without

the SiO2 does not support the particle movement and the particles are crystallized

into the ZnO layer on the r -plane. Thus, on the c-plane small seeds are formed

which are developed into the cylindrical NW. These NWs have an aspect ratio of

12 and the diameter of 150 nm.
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9. OUTLOOK

The optical properties of the vertically oriented and the tilted undoped nanos-

tructures were measured by the CL at low temperature of T ≈ 5 K. A broadening

of corresponding peak of the donor bound exciton of about 2 meV is observed for

the NWs with a diameter of d ≥ 180 nm and the tilted NNs which reflects the

high crystalline quality of the nanostructures. However, with decreasing of their

diameter, a broadening is increased which can be attributed to the the strong in-

crease of the surface defects [34] and/or to the decrease of the oscillator strength

[105].

9.2 Outlook

The fabricated ultrathin NWs with a diameter of d ≈ 7 nm and high aspect ratio

of about 100 are promising for further investigations. Such ultrathin NWs mainly

consist of surface atoms and a strong enhancement of the sensitivity of the NW

based gas sensors and photocatalytic applications is expected. Additionally, the

size of these devices can be strongly reduced.

For bending of these ultrathin NWs only few charges are necessary and thus

the NWs can be easily used for piezoelectric applications and the magnitude of

the bending should depend on the magnitude strength of the electric field. It is

supported by the fact that the dipole moment in such NWs is predicted to be

ten times larger compared to those of a bulk crystal [135]. The enhanced dipole

interaction should be also reflected by the optical properties and an enhancement

of the linear optical response as well as increased light-matter coupling strength

is expected. The last one is interesting since due to the possibility to realize

ultra-low threshold lasers and polaritonic circuits which combine the advantages

of an electric system, i.e. the strong interaction with each other and with environ-

ment, with the long range propagation of the optical one. The diameter of these

nanowires is comparable with the Bohr radius leading to presence of quantum

effects [51].

Beside the NW applications, their growth kinetics can be deeply investigated

in order to create a kinetic model for the growth process. Measurements of the

properties of the vapor, i.e. its temperature and pressure are important for un-

derstanding of the supersaturation and supercooling of the vapor and the impact
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9. Outlook

of the material free energy on the growth process. Modeling of the deposited

particles movement can support the investigation of the interfacial free energy.

For this purpose more complex flows of the particles should be taken into account

and the Monte Carlo modeling calculations should be used.
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